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Jurors hear opening statements

McCurdy takes stand
in Balentine trial today
Jurors began hearing evidence
today in the trial of Calloway
County Sheriff David Salentine.
The trialwis expected to continue
through most of the week in Circuit Court.
. The 14-member panel was finally selected shortly before 6 Monday evening. Of those impaneled,
two will be selected as alternates
and dismissed just prior to jury
deliberations. The panel is composed of 12 men and two women.
Both special prosecutor Bill
Cunningham and defense attorney
Harold Hurt denied any desire to
have an all-male jury determine
whether or not Salentine is guilty.
The sheriff is charged under an
indictment by the September 1981
Grand Jury with two counts of
sexual abuse, Class D felonies,
and one count of official misconduct, a Class B misdemeanor.
Special Judge Thomas Spain said
he has excluded the misdemeanor
charge from this trial. Ile also
said the outcome of the trial on the
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Administration seeks support for budget
The
WASHINGTON AP
Reagan administration's -top
economic strategists are campaigning hard on Capitol Hill to
reverse the bitter reaction the
president's deficit-ridden fiscal
1983 budget has caused in Congress. So far, they've won no converts.
President Reagan, meanwhile,
was scheduled to visit legislatures
in Iowa and Indiana today as he
stumps to build public pressure on
a reluctant Congress.
Before flying to Minnesota Monday, Reagan formally sent Congress a $757.6 billion budget that
projects record deficits of $98.6
billion this year and $91.5 billion
for the fiscal year that starts Oct.

1.
That left administration officials shuttling around Capitol
Hill, briefing legislators and testifying before congressional panels.
Treasury Secretary Donald T.

Regan, budget director David. A.
Stockman and Murray L. Weidenbaum, chairman of Reagan's
Council of Economic Advisers,
were to make a joint appearance
before the House Appropriations
COmmittee today to explain the
administration's spending plan.
-Prior - to - that, Regan and
Stockman planned to brief House
Republicans. A meeting with conservative Democrats was scheduled in the afternoon.
Before leaving Washington,
Reagan defended his budget proposals, -saying they are "the second step...in our program to try
and bring government spending
back in line with government
revenues."
But the harsh criticism that has
greeted the budget since it was
unveiled over the weekend continued.
Senate Democratic Leader
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia

called the deficit projections
"shocking" and said the true
figures are much higher.
"This is really a campaign
budget," Byrd charged, saying
that last year the administration
"fed phony numbers into the computer, and they're doing it again."
House _Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr. of Massachusetts, the
top elected Democrat in
Washington, scorned the president's "Beverly Hills budget."
After a short courtesy briefing
at the White Hoilie, O'Neill said
Monday that the budget shows the
president has forgotten his roots
(and) associated with that
country-club style of people."
But the president insisted: "It is
not true that it the budget) is
balanced -on the backs of the
needy. We are still continuing to
increase sizably our spending on
social programs."
He added that he and others

Reagan wraps up promotional tour,
goes on attack against budget critics
By DON McLEOD
Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa ( AP; —
President Reagan,going on the attack against his critics, says
Democratic demagogues are
preparing "horror stories" about
his 1983 budget but offer no
reasonable alternative.
_Reagan was taking his sharpened sales pitch to the Republicancontrolled Iola legislature today
where he was expected to continue
the ad-libbed slashes he began
Monday in Minneapolis at the
start of a two-day. Midwestern
trip.
The president was wrapping up
the promotional tour at Indianapolis later today Similar
outings through the West and
- Deep South are planned for next
month.
"You have to get about 50 miles
at least from the Potomac River
and the District I of Columbia; to
get back to .the real world."
old an -a ("OVID ' crowd
in Al • r—apolis

"In the days ahead you are going to be submerged in
demagoguery about the 13
budget," Reagan continued.
-You're hearing all kinds of horror stories about the people- who
are going to be thrown out in the
snow to hunger and the of cold and
so forth."
Reagan fired his uuriromptu .
remarks at—a rally for Seri-David-Durenberger, R-Minn . Deputy
press secretary Larry Speakes
said some of the barbs were written on the flight from Washington
but that Reagan thought of most of
them as he spoke.
"They came from the heart,"
Speakes said, thumping himself
_on the chest for emphasis. •
Reagan said Democrats are accusing him of cruel budget cutting
when he actually has not reduced
the budget at all. He said total
spending in 1983 will be higher
than in 1982 and that this year's
total is higher than-1981 be a use 01'
automatic escalation created b.,
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an inch. Afternoon
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TVA plans power rate hike in October
By TOM EBLEN
Associated-Pressiliriter
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Tennessee Valley Authority
will need to raise power rates by,5
percent to 16 percent in October,
an agency says.
Larry Edwards, deputy
manager of TVA's planning and
budget office, said Monday the
rate increase would be needed to
make up an expected deficit of
between $223 million and $756
million in the federal utility's
power budget.
The amounts of the deficit and
rate increase will depend a lot on
how much rain falls in the sevenstate region this year, he said.
The more rain that falls, the
more cheap electricity TVA can
generate with its hydroelectric
dams. When the weather is dry,
TVA must use more expensive

methods - such as coal and
nuclear - to generate -power and
make up for the loss of hydroelectric production.
The last two years have been
among the driest in the region's
history. But a lot of rain has fallen
in the last few months, and it has
helped TVA avoid raising rates
since the 8.6 percent increase that
went into effect last October.
Meanwhile Monday, TVA officials briefed reporters on the
agency's proposed $6.8 billion
budget for 1983, which is $500
million larger than this year's
budget.
Ninety-eight percent of that
budget comes from electricity
sales. That money is used to build,
maintain and operate the agency's power system and much of its
bureaucracy.
The remaining 2 percent of

TVA's budget is tax money appropriated by Congress. President
Reagan has recommended a
$119.5 million appropriation for
1983 -- down 7.5 percent from this
year's $129.2 million allotment.
John Stewart, TVA planning
and budget manager, said the
budget cut "still leaves TVA with
the resources it needs to do its
job."
Much of TVA's appropriation
will be used to maintain and improve the agency's reservoirs and
recreational facilities, Gail Singh,
the agency's chief budget officer,
said.
Budget cuts two years ago forced TVA to close 12 recreational
facilities. Mrs. Singh said several
have been reopened, and the agency doesn't expect to have to close
any more.
The biggest blow to TVA's

budget was a complete cutoff of
money for -national energy
research projects.
TVA Director S. David
Freeman, who was the agency's
chairman until Reagan replaced
him last year with Charles Dean,
was a big booster of TVA's role in
energy research.
TVA spent $19.5 million of tax
money on such projects in 1980
and $32 million on them in 1981.
That budget was reduced to $11.5
million this year and has been
eliminated for 1983.
But TVA will continue some
energy research which officials
believe can be of direct benefit to
its customers. Those projects,
paid for with power revenues, will
amount to $56 million next year.
TVA spent $59 million in power
revenues on research last year
and plans to spend $47 million this
year.

Haig accuses Soviets,Polish of violations
By R.GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
MADRID (AP)- Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr. accused the Soviet Union and the
Polish military government today
of "a willful violation of solemn international accords" because of
the martial law crackdown in
Poland.
In a blistering attack on the two
countries, Haig objected to talking
in Madrid about improved relations between East and West when
past agrecments have been
violated.
"We cannot pretend to build up
the structure of peace andjecurity here in Madrid while the foundation for that structure is being
undermined in Poland," he told
the 35-nation European Security
Conference.
"We would be threatening the
future peace of Europe if we ignored this dramatic attack on international principles," Haig
declared.
Both the Soviet and Polish
delegations were in the audience
as Haig spoke.
Haig said a "forcible suppression" of freedom and selfdetermination is under way in
Poland, where martial law was

and has been at work on a new
pact aimed at easing East-West
tensions in Europe.
But referring to events in
Poland, Haig said, -Nothing endangers security and cooperation
in Europe more than the threat
and the use of force to deny internationally recognized rights."
Before Haig delivered his address, there was last-minute
jockeying to avoid blocking tactics by the Polish chairman of the
conference; who said he did not
want the meeting to discuss the
situation in his homeland.

declared Dec. 13 and the independent union Solidarity suspended.
"The generals of this war
against the Polish people are none
other than the Polish regime
itself, acting under the instigation
and coercion of the Soviet Union,"
he declared.
Haig accused the Soviets of
seven specific violations of the
1975 Helsinki accords, which committed the 35 nations meeting here
to respect human rights and national sovereignty in Europe.
The meeting here is a followup
session to the Helsinki accords

Balentine.

West Germany's foreign
minister, Hans-Dietrich
Genscher, said, meanwhile, that
the allies had put off a decision on
how long to allow the conference
to continue.
The U.S. delegation had proposed initially that the session be
recessed at the end of the week to
protest events in Poland. But West
Germany and Britain favor continuing the meeting, which they
believe is an important forum for
East and West to discuss their differences.
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The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will repeat
its annual weekend of entertainment and fund-raising with a
series of activities slated for
Saturday,Feb. 13.
"We've had such fun with our
Valentine's Day dinner-dance and
the Young Actors' Guild Living
Valentines that we couldn't let the
day pass without a celebration,"
said funding vice president Pat
Kiesow.
The Dinner-dance, scheduled
for Saturday at 7 p.m., will feature
entertainment, the dance music of
the big bands and a special auction of donated merchandise. Amy
Jarman, director of the entertainment program, says "The music
should make this the nicest way to
celebrate Valentine's Day."
Kiesow and auction chairperson

39.97

Plus F.E.T. 1.91 Each
• 2+2 Belted Construction

TOKYO (AP) - A Japan Air
Lines DC-8 with 174 people aboard
hit a series of light poles as it
came down for a landing and
slammed into shallow water at the
edge of Tokyo Bay today, killing
24 Japanese passengers.
After a day of changing casualty
figures, a police spokesman said
the other 150 passengers and crew
members were rescued, but 78
were hospitalized in serious condition, and the rest were slightly injured.
The only foreigner aboard was a
South Korean, who was slightly injured.
Seventeen minutes before the
crash, Capt. Seiji Katagiri
reported he was entering normal
descent patterns as he neared the
end of a domestic flight from
ukuoka,in southwest Japan. The
y was-cloudless and head winds
were moderate. But the jetliner
clipped several stanchions extending out into the hay with landing
approach lights and pancaked into
the water at 8:47 a.m.
The nose section of the jetliner
broke off and was partially
submerged under the fuselage,
which came to rest, comparatively undamaged, in the muddy
water.
"There was a great shock and
the front part of the plane was
gone," said a surviving
passenger.
Eight hours- later, the last person aboard, a crew member who

Mona Blankenship are also looking- forward to good support for
the theatre.
The Young Actors' Guild will be
available on Saturday from 9 to 5
to present "Living Valentines."
The talented youngsters will go
anywhere in the Murray area for a $7.50 fee - to present a sentiment in song or with a skit.
According to Kiesow, the "Living Valentines" was a success
both as entertainment and as a
fund-raiser. '-'It's something
special," she said, "that is just
unavailable any where else in this
area. It's the Young Actors'
Valentine's Day present to Murray."
For more information on any of
the Community Theatre's Valentine's Day projects, call (502) 7591752.

Auditions for roles in comedy set
for tonight, Wednesday in park
Auditions for roles in the Oscar
Wilde Comedy "The Importance
of Being Ernest" will be held
tonight and Wednesday, at 7 p.m.
in the Playhouse in the Park.
The play will be the second major production of the spring season
for the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre. Performances will be presented at 8
p.m. March 18-20 and 25-27.
The cast has roles for two young
women and two young men, two
older ladies and three other
males. The well-known story is

one of young love in Victorian
society yet is filled with Wilde's
characteristic satire and u lampooning of the "upper class."
Community Theatre Director
Linda Begley says there are opportunities in all areas of theatre
available. "We're also seeking
people interested in costuming,
lighting, make-up, publicity and
set work,"she said. •
Futher information is available
by calling 759-1752 or by visiting
the box office at the Playhouse in
the City-County Park.

Newsprint consumption
up in Southeastern U.S.
John DeMott, professor of jour- $350,326,828 in 1970 to
nalism at Memphis State Univer- $1,101,386,120 in 1980. (From its
sity, recently has issued a report 1970 average price of $168 per ton,
that shows that "newsprint con- the cost of standard newsprint insumption by daily newspapers in creased to $176 in 1971, $182 in
the Southeastern part of the 1972, $220 in 1973, $259 in 1974, $287
United States increased almost 13 in 1975, $336 in 1976 and 1977, $353
percent from 1970 through 1980, in 1978, and $413 in 1979 to its $470
while newsprint consumption by in 1980.)"
DeMott described the
daily newspapers declined almost
2 percent in the country at Southeastern region of the U.S. as
/
41
containing all 14. of the SNPAlarge."
Entitled "Newsprint Consump- region states as well as Delaware,
tion by Daily Newspapers Maryland, and the District of ColPublished in the Southeastern umbia.
He said, "The newspapers in
United States From 1970 Through
1980," DeMott's research report those areas (Southeastern region)
shows that "the consumption of comprise more than 33 percett of
newsprint by daily newspapers in the country's dailies even though
the Southeastern region increased only one of the nation's top 10
from 2,076,946 metric tons in 1970 newspapers is published in the
to 2,343,396 in 1980 - an increase Southeastern part of the country.
of 266,450 tons. For all daily That newspaper is, of course,
newspapers in the United States, Washington's prestigious Post."
DeMott said, "Since the percenincluding Alaska and Hawaii in
the 1980 computation, newsprint tage of newsprint to overall
publication cost ranges from
consumption decreased from
8,161,000 in 1970 to 7,802,443 in 1980 about 10 to 35 percent, depending
upon the size of the newspaper -a decrease of 358,557 tons."
The research report showed, the larger a daily newspaper,
"Increases in the cost of generally, the larger the percennewsprint, between 1970 and 1980 tage of newsprint to overall cost- from an average of OM to $470 no effort was made to employ
Per metric ton - boosted the newsprint consumption costs as a
estimated expenditures of daily measure of the daily newspaper
newspapers in the Southeastern industry's growth in the
part of the country almost 215 per- Southeastern part of the United
cent - from an estimated States."

Japanese plane strikes
poles; crash fatal to 24

SO.
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Community Theatre to repeat
weekend ofentertainment

was rescued from the crumpled
cockpit. Although all eight crew
members survived, the pilot and
co-pilot were seriously injured.
Although the plane was apparently too low as it came in to
land, officials said the reason was
not known. They speculated it
could have been due to malfunction in the steering gear or the airport's instrument landing system,
a sudden turbulence or pilot error.
Most of the seriously injured apparently were in the front of the
plane. Many were covered with
mud and sludge when they reached rescue stations.
Surviving passengers said there
was nothing unusual about the approach and no warning of trouble
until there was a "sudden jolt"
and the plane hit the water.
Nobuchika Shikada, 20, of
Fukuoka, said people sereamedbut the stewardesses immediately
took charge and told people to remain in the cabin.
"I was afraid it was going to
sink, but it stayed level for an hour
until I was rescued," he said. "I
never want to fly again."
Haneda Airport, built on
reclaimed, land about 15 miles
from central Tokyo, has been used
primarily for domestic flights
since the new Tokyo International
Airport opened in 1978 at Narita,
454nfiles to the northeast.
The crash was also Tokyo's second disaster in two days. On
Monday,32 people were killed in a

MSU Century Club
to meet Wednesday
Members of the Calloway County Century Club Committee of the
Murray State University Alumni
Association will meet at 8:30 a.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 10, at the Holiday Inn Peking Restaurant to plan
the annual fund-raising drive.
Donna Ifeindon, director of
alumni affairs at Murray State,
said committee members will lay
the groundwork for the campaign
to raise money in the county to
support the general scholarship
program through the Century
Club.
Bill Kopperud, chairman of the
Century Club drive in Calloway
County, will preside at the
meeting.
Century Club organizations in
several Kentucky counties are
made up of individuals and
businesses making contributions
of $100 or more to the Murray
State' Alumni Association for the
general scholarship program.
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by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley

Vocational education
makes great progress
in recent years
By Raymond Barker
Superintendent of Public Instruction
The week of Feb. 7-13 is National Vocational
Education Week. This seems like an appropriate
time to think about what vocational education
means to our nation and to our community.
Vocational education is the fastest growing area
of education today. More than 18,000 institutions offer vocational education programs with more than
17 million Americans currently enrolled. In Kentucky,318 vocational schools serve over 310,000 high
school students and adults.
Kentucky has made great progress in its vocational education system in recent years. It is probably the only state which can say that there is a
vocational education center within 25 miles of every
citizen living within the state's boundaries.
Kentucky's vocational centers offer more than 70
career options — ranging from practical nursing to
aircraft mechanics.
- Vocational education is unique in providing a
critical link between education and work. Through
classroom instruction and a variety of on-the-job or
simulated work experiences, students develop both
specific occupational skills and the sound work
habits that will make them valuable employees.
Kentucky currently has lauched two unique high
school projects, which are believed to be the only
ones of their kind in the nation. Vocational training
is taught right along with academic education to
form a comprehensive four-year high school program. The students choosing to participate in this
high school course of study will graduate with their
diploma as well as a marketable occupational skill.
Kentucky's vocational system has developed into
an important component of many community and
state economic development plans. The ability to
design specific vocational training programs that
meet the needs of existing of new industries help to
attract and retain jobs within a community.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, more
than 80 percent of the jobs in jhe coming decades
will not require a baccalaureate degree. They will
instead require an • increasingly high level of
technical skills. These are the very skills taught in
Kentucky's vocational education programs.
In the future, vocational education will play an
even more important role in preparing the nation's
workforce. The theme for Vocational Education
Week really says it all: "Vocational Education
Keeps America Working."

The next time it gets below zero,
this old dog is gonna stay outside
I'm indebted to my good friend,
fun-loving Edith Noffsinger, for this
sub-zero-weather story. She tells it on
husband Hugh, who is a professor of
education at Murray State and who
for several months served as interim
dean of. the College of Human
Development and Learning.
You would have thought that with
all those credentials he would have
known better than to have pulled a
trick like this.
Now, you've heard of a fellow getting caught with his pants down. That
came to mind as Edith related her
story, but that wasn't exactly the
situation -- but friend Hugh was
caught by that 12-degrees-below-zero
weather a couple weekends ago in a
very "thinly-clad" predictment.
Here, as Edith laughingly relates
it, is about how it happened.
•••
The Noffsingers, who live in a big,
homey place at 1109 Olive, have a
dog, Cassi, a golden cocker. Cassi
has been in the family since she was
a frisky six-weeks-old ball of fluff.
Today, at seven years of age and
after having raised several litters of
"lusty,lovable puppies," her world is
the length of a long backyard leash.
She is strictly an "outside" dog,
and it is very pertient to this real-life,
wintertime drama that you
remember her with that classifica-

tion.
Edith and Hugh, in the process of
rearing four "lovely, likable, lusty,
loquacious" children over the past
20-plus years,always have held to the
philosophy that, hygienically,
children should sleep in the house
and animals, such as dogs, should
sleep out. An exception, they reluctantly admit, could be during subzero weather — such as that we experienced on the weekend of the
drama.
•••
Well, on this particular night, the
mercury had dipped to a bonechilling 11 below by the time they
were ready for bed.
They simply couldn't leave old
Cassi out in that cold, so they brought
her into the house and bedded her
down in a cozy corner of the utility
room off the kitchen.
A temporary partition was set up
with two card tables to permit Edith
to sleep soundly without imagining
Cassi roaming all over the house during the night.
Early the next morning — it was a
Saturday — Hugh woke with a start
about 6:30. It was even colder than
when they had gone to bed.
Remembering Cassi downstairs in
the utility room and totally unaccustomed to being in the house overnight, up he jumped and dashed

downstairs without so much as putting on his robe.
Cassi, happy to see a familiar face
in such strange surroundings and
wagging her tail briskly, seemed
more than anxious to get outside for
her morning constitutional.
•••
Opening the back door for her and
swooping up her feeding bowl in the
process, Hugh followed her out onto
the back steps, clutching his thin pajamas tight with his other hand. the
icy wind pierced his amply maintained anatomy to the bone! Boy, it was
cold!
And that's not all the wind did. As
he stepped out the door and with no
hands to catch it, the door slammed
shut and locked behind him.
Frantically, he began to bang on
the door — louder_ and louder — all
the time thinking how quickly a person could suffer frost bite or even
freeze to death in weather like that.
Especially, if his total wearing apparel consisted solely of a thin pair of
pajamas and with his circulation still
sluggish after a night's sleep araii a
pile of toasty.blankets.
All this time, Edith was snoozing
away in their bed upstairs, only
vaguely aware that Hugh had gone
downstairs some time before.
•••

Suddenly she was aroused by the

Feb.9 reflected
in history
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 9, the 40th,
day of 1982. There are 325 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 9, 1849, Rome was proclaimed a republic under Giuseppe
Mazzini.
In 1967, about 100 fatalities were
reported in an earthquake in the
South American country of Colombia.
And in 1978, Canada ordered 11
NSoviet diplomats and officials expel!d, accusing them of a plot to
penetrate the security apparatus of'
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Ten years ago, President Richard
Nixon said the United States and
Soviet Union had decided on the
outline of an interim agreement on
strategic arms limitation.
Five years ago, it was announced
that diplomatic relations between the
Soviet Union and Spain would be
restored, ending a breach that began
with the start of the Franco regime in
1939.
One year ago, the Polish Communist Party dismissed Prime
Minister Jozef Pinkowski and named
Defense Minister General Wojcieck
Jaruzelski to replace him.
Thought For Today: Loneliness
and the feeling of being unwanted is
the most terrible poverty. — Mother
Teresa, Nobel Prize-winning,
Yugoslav-born Roman Catholic nunmissionary(1910— ).

letter to the editor

Appreciation
expressed
Dear Editor:
Your editorial on January 9, 1982,"What's Wrong
With ERA?" pleased and touched me and many
women with whom I have spoken. You articulated
with logic and humor the misinterpretation of
results of ERA passage, the conflicting elements of
the Callister ruling, and the thumb-nail history of
the ratify-rescind controversy. I believe I speak for
many when I express appreciation to you for your
timely and courageous stand. Thank you so much
for expressing support in such a meaningful way.
Sincerely,
Janice Bossing
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sound of pebbles striking their
upstairs bedroom window. Sleepily,
she thought,"Now, what does.Naney
want?"
Daughter Nancy, a nurse at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
sometimes comes by the house in the
early morning on the way to work
and resorts to the pebble-tossing
routine to arouse her sleeping
parents should she need to tell them
something or drop off something at
the house.
No problem, she thought, settling
back among the covers. Hugh
already was downstairs and could let
Nancy in. There was no need for two
of them having to answer her summons.
Meanwhile, the pebbles kept coming — harder and more frequent —
until, somewhat anoyed, Edith got
up, stumbled her way to the window
and looked down.
There in the grayness of the frigid
morning stood a shivering, shaking,
quaking and somewhat blue Hugh
with a frightened "Why me, Lord!"
look on his face. Within minutes, she
was downstairs, had let him in and
braced for his .admonition, to put it
mildly.
"For a minute there," she laughed
with a toss of that red head of hers, •
was afraid to let him in and also
afraid not to."

thoughts in seasons

business mirror

by john cuniff

Deficits create varying opinions
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By Ken Wolf
Consider these words on world
peace, written by the "activist"
monk Thomas Merton:
What is the use of postmarking
our mail with exhortations to
'pray for peace' and then spending billions of dollars on
atomic submarines, thermonuclear weapons, and
ballistic missiles? This,I would
. think, would certainly be what
the New Testament calls
'mocking God' — and mocking
Him far more effectively than
the atheists do.
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Host should check out all places
before saying silverware stolen
DEAR ABBY: You
blew it when you advised
"Long John Silver" not to
make a fuss about the two
pieces of silverware that
"disappeared" right off
the table duringa formal
dinner Olds home.
What do you mean,
The embarrassment
wouldn't be worth the
price of the silver"? Have
you priced silverware
lately?
I would have first announced to all the guests
that some silverviare was
missing, and if nobody
"fessed up," so help me,
1
,
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7:00,8:55
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7.00,9:15

I'd search every man and
woman thoroughly before
they went home.
NO DUMMY
DEAR NO DUMMY: It
takes all kinds. Try this
for size:
DEAR ABBY: You
were right to advise the
host and hostess not to be
too hasty in announcing
that some silverware had
disappeared, and would
the guilty party please
come forward and produce it.
This is what happened
to me last October: A
friend asked if he could
bring his friend to my
home for a dinner party.
I,too,said,"Of course."
At the end of the evening, a sterling fork was
missing. I looked through
the trash, on the floor,
behind the draperies, in
the utensil drawer —
everywhere. No fork!
Well, last week I found
the fork! Because I recycle my used jars, I
always sterilize them in
my dishwasher first. It
seems that the label from
one of those jars got stuck
pp under the front of the
inside of my dishwasher.
In removing the label, I
felt the fork, completely
hidden from view. Had it
not been for that label, I
never woukl have found
the fork.
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Starts Fri.
One Week Only

Members of Welcome Wagon Club will sponsor a
Valentine party for patients at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Thursday,Feb. 11.
The group will meet at 12:30 p.m. at First Christian Church to go to the hospital. Each member is
asked to bring one dozen cookies.

By Abigail Von Buren
want them staying with
us! Help!
TRAPPED IN TUCSON
DEAR TRAPPED:
Either call or write and
tell them you will be glad
to make reservations for
them at a convenient
motel or hotel. You are
not obligated to tell them
why they can't stay with
you. And don't feel guilty.
It's your home and you
don't have to cave in to
guests who invite
themselves.
i.e
DEAR ABBY: I work
as a shampoo girl. I get
only $1.75 an hour, which
is practically peanuts.
Please let people know
they should tip their
shampoo girls. Unless, of
course,I'm wrong.
DISH-HEAD HANDS
DEAR DISH-HEAD:
Nobody should tip anyone
unless he or she wants to
show appreciation for a
job well done. An extraspecial shampoo usually
delights the customer into tipping well and cheerfully. If you are not trying
to satisfy each customer
by determining what kind
of shampoo she wants
(heavy? light?),try it.
COSTA RICAN ART
WASHINGTON(AP) —
A collection of more than
300 works of preColumbian art in gold,
jade, ceramics and
volcanic stone continue
on view at the National
Gallery of Art through
may 9.

Estes presents program
Brenda Estes presented a program entitled -̀-̀My
Half of the Apple" at Jan. 7th meeting of Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority at Ellis
Community Center. She talked about the rights of
women and how they have changed throughout the
years. A quiz on how assertive the woman of today
ndwue
ctred
e .se
rea
Rll
ey
fre
issLasecnots
rved by Estes and Mary
Ann Barrow. Other members present were Peggy
Shoemaker, Vicky Holton, Barbara Williams, Debbie Villanor, Debbie Miller, Debbie Woods, Jackie
Gresham, Linda Lane, Linda Walker, Sue Smith,
Krista Crass, Dot Ford, Martha Ryan, Debbie Pardue, Mary Graves, Barbara Chilcutt, Lois Ruiz,
Rowena Emerson, Linda Darnell, Debbie Lyons,
Joyce Nunnally, Joyce Thomas,Glenda Wilson and
Ha Brown.

Katherine M. Konrad born
Dr. and Mrs.-Michael E. Konrad, Calvert City,
announce the birth of a daughter, Katherine
Michelle, weighing seven pounds 154i ounces, born
Saturday, Jan. 23, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Marilyn Simons.
The father is a practicing dentist.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hans Konrad,
Calvert City, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simons,
Murray. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Jes§
Simons, Madisonville, and Mrs. William Bigham,
Paris, Tenn.

Lions Club plans dinner
Murray Lions Club will have its annual Valentine
dinner-party tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of
Murray High School.
Members will have their wives or friends as
special guests for this annual event, a club
spokesman said.

Teachers hear Huntspeak
Billy Hunt, Frankfort, assistant director of Kentucky Teachers' Retirement System, discussed
legislative bills related to retired teachers at a
meeting of Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association Feb. 1 at Ellis Community Center. A
question and answer period followed.
Jack Gardner, legislative chairman of Calloway
group, made further comments on legislation and
pension benefits for retired teachers. Edward Curd
gave devotional comments. Bill Miller, vice president, presided in absence of Dr. Rubie Smith, president.

Christian club plans coffee
Kitty Solder of Martin, Tenn., will be guest
speaker at a coffee by Christian Women's Club of
Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday, Feb. 16, from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library. Candy making will be discussed by Ann Uddberg and special
music will be by Jim Johnsonius. Paris, Tenn.,

'To

About 3,000-people. vie job
apply for mo
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP)
— A chance to appear in a
movie starring Burt
Reynolds and Goldie
Hawn has about 3,000 people waiting by their
telephones following the
first round of applications
for roles as extras.
Neither wind nor snow
nor cold nor dark of night
kept some of them from
showing up in the wee
hours of the morning at
Buffalo State College on
Sunday. All wanted to be

641 N.& Bel Air Ctr. Murray
Mon.-Sat.9-9 Sun. 12-6

WALEMART

voice major at Murray State University.
Reservations and cancellations at $1.25 per person should be made by Monday, Feb. 15, with
Gracie Erwin, 489-2174, or Rebecca Cunningham,
753-6445. A nursery for preschoolers only at $1 per
family will be at Memorial Baptist Church.

Club plans Valentine party

Go look, John. It happened to me.
ST. LOUIS
HOUSEWIFE
•••
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were transferred to Tucson, Ariz., with
the Air Force, and we
love it here. All of a sudden we get a call from an
old Air Force buddy of
my husband saying that
he and his wife are coming to Tucson "sometime
in March" and they'd
love to stay with us!
This all took place on
the phone, Abby, and I
was so shocked I can't
even remember what I
said.
They are nice people
and we have nothing
against them, but we
don't feel comfortable
with anyone else in our
home. I suppose it sounds
terrible, but when we go
out of town we never stay
with friends, and we don't
want anyone staying with
us.'They know we have a
two-bedroom house, so
we can't say we don't
have room. If we say we
aren't going to be in town,
they'll ask when we will
be in town and arrange to
come when we're home.
We've been stalling
because we don't know
what to tell them. One
thing is certain, we don't
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TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &.
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo ornot, should be delivered within two weeks of the:
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office,106 N.4th St.

first in line to apply for
the jobs in the film "Best
Friends."
Buffalo production
assistant Jim Hatch said
'about 30 people were in
line when he opened the
building at 8:15 a.m.
"Some of those in front
said they had been by the
door in their sleeping
bags since 2 a.m.," he
said.
Applicants filled out
forms, then were interviewed. Linda Palo, who
Frances Drake
is casting the extras for
FOR
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1982
the Buffalo scenes, said
about 300 of the ap- What kind of day will tomor- TAURUS
plicants will be picked for row be? To find out what the ( Apr. 20 to May 20) r34 7
Mixing business with
the movie. "Those that stars say, read the forecast
pleasure can dissipate
are chosen will be given for your birth Sign.
benefits, yet it's a favorable
notified by telephone
ARIES
time
to plan for pleasure trips.
within two weeks," she
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) 11
Romance presents problems.
said.
Don't let friends distract GEMINI
An extra will receive you from routine. Business (May 21 to June 20)
$30 a day for an eight- lunches bring positive results. Though domestic affairs are
hour day. Most will work Higher-ups are favorably highlighted, it's a poor time to
only one day.
disposed towards you.
receive out-of-town visitors. A
close tie may not fulfill expee-tations.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 40
Confusing trends affect
financial agreements. Don't
make premature commitments. Relationships improve when you express affection.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
*Financial good fortune
comes now, but you could be
careless with funds as a
result. What comes in doesn't
have to go out.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) IQ VA.•
Though you won't make as
much work progress as you'd
BIRTHDAY PARTY — Ellie Jones, left, an
like, you'll surely make a hit
Edith Hutchins, who had birthdays in January, with a loved one. Enjoy
were honored at a party Jan. 27 for Senior Citizens wholesome good times.
at Douglas Center. The center is open Monday LIBRA
11-ri
through Friday,from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., with lunch (Sept.23to Oct.22)
-Sidestep dubious business
served at noon each day, according to Wilma
The comforts of
involvements.
.
Wilson,site manager.
home should suit you fine now.
Curb a tendency to escapist
behavior.

Your Individual
Horoscope

44g

Your Choice
Super Value

Heart Jewel Box With Jewelry
'Contains a heart necklace with 16 inch
chain & matching pierced earrings.

f_
Enlarged To
Show Detwl

• 4-

01140IS

V
753-3251
a

Don't Forget
Her This
—Sunday-Feb7-14th
Valentine's Day.
Your
Choice

A.
No 26th

Everyday Low Price
Spiedel I.D.
Bracelets

C. No.2620130
D. No. 2621/30

•Choose from 6 different styles of heart
I 0 bracelets
•One is right foryour Valentine'

Check These
Super Low Prices!
Was 0,8,1 S•lis for ••••

WI riA

r

9.86
1 1.66
14.36
8.06
8.96

B. No. 2619/30

E. No:2617/30
F. No. 2016/30

Everyday Low Price
14 Kt. Gold "Hook'On" Earrings
•Newest in fakhion •1 4 Kt gold
•Just slip theft! thru - no clutch to worry about
•Many styles to choose from
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Say It With Flowers
From Shirley's Florist
She'll Be Glad You Did
Maxine Is Still ilere
[
Anti We Are Anxious To Sere 1 11U.
Mon.-Sat. 8-5

We Deliver
Fourth St.
Iii rray—Kentucky

500 North

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It
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SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) in'eV
Friends and family don't
mix favorably. You may enjoy
romantic introductions soon.
Don't loan your possessions
unwisely.
afriiit
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72toDec.21) ^
You'll make a good impression on higher-ups, but don't
be gullible. A tendency to
relax and take things easy will
--work against you.
-CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan.19)
Publishing, education and
legal matters are on the plus
side now, but you'll have to
watch costs. Travel leads to
romance.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Consult with advisers about
financial matters, but, when
dealing with principals, be
sure to play your cards close
to the vest.
PISCES
i
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XCf
little things could .rk you
about a romantic relationship,
but you'll still have a good
time together at a social gettogether.
•
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Sisters plan double wedding at Murray church

NMI

Vows to be renewed
Marilyn Culver
Williams and Dale A.
Williams will renew their
wedding vows in honor of
their 25th wedding an!
niversary. The event Will
be Sunday, Feb. 14, at 2
p.m. at Pentecostal
Church of God at Hardin.
A. reception will follow
in the church fellowship
hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to at-

tend.
The couple was married Feb. 16, 1957, at
Chestnut Street_
Pentecostal Church, Murray. They reside at Rt. 3,
Benton.
Their three children
are Allen and Derrick
Williams, at home, and
Sherry Brame, Kirksey.
Their three grandchildren are Cassie, Jennifer and Sheila Brame.

Bloke honored on birthday
4

Mayfield, and of Mrs.
Calista Spencer of Murray and the late W. 0.
Spencer.
Connie Lynn will be
married to William
Daniel (Danny) Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William F. Thompson of
Murray. He is the grand-

son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Thompson of Paris,
Tenn., and the late Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Foust of
Mansfield, Tenn.
She attended Callaway
County High School and is
presently employed at
Fisher-Price of Murray.
Thompson graduated
from Murray High School

Coming events listed
Tuesday,Feb.9
Auditions for "The Importance of Being
Earnest" by Community
Theatre will be at 7 p.m.
at old freight depot,
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Murray Chapter No. 92
Goshen United
Methodist Church Royal Arch Masons will
Women will meet at 7 meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
p.m. at church.

Groups of Christian
Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church
will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. James C. Hart
at 10 a.m. with program
by Mrs. Harlan Hodges;
III with Mrs. Dan McKeel
at 7:30 p.m. with program by Mrs. Del Fleming.
Murray Star Chapter
No 443 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. Paul Kiesow and
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
Koenecke, both at 7:30
p.m.
Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Mothers Morning Out
will start at 9 a.m. at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Mothers Day Out will
start at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

DUE TO THE UNPRECIDENTED BITTER
COLD WAVE,SO MANY OF YOU COULD
NOT GET INTO OUR STORE,
THEREFORE MANY OF

Head Start group has event

"COULD WE REPEAT THE SALE OF
MANY ITEMS THAT APPEARED IN OUR
JANUARY MAILER?"

Tlearts

You re sure ro
capture her
heart with
the romantic
fresh flowers
Heart Stick
Pin and
exclusive ETD Glass
Heart Dish thor make
up our FTD HEARTS&
,FLOWERS'" Bouquet
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Beautiful Valentine
Gift Items, Personalized
Valentine Name Plates
FREE GIFT WRAP—
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New Line Of Paper Goods

If us

you have not registered
to be on our mailing
you are Invited to do so.

list,
REG.
649
TO
¶099
YD. PRICE
4 .0
,„.
KLOPMANS "HI SIGN"
BROADCLOTH T-479 Y I *;1T
DRESS PRINTS R,E,G, $112

MAN MA"

14.99

1/2
PRICE

REG.
3.99

$199
IYD

REG
519 TO

FUR

STITCHERY
CREWEL KITS

KNITTED SUEDE
; GABARDINE

ALL POLY
REG 449

REG.
3.99
REG
3.49

It s romantic
And says oil
the things
you ve been
meaning to
say So call or
visit us today
Because every
Valentine deserves
flowers

$199
fro.
99
LtD

PONTE-DE-ROMA

299RiG
499TO
PINWALE
REG. LW $999YD.

5 DOUBLE KNITS
CORDUROY

7

tqrsc.

attitti&Z cirkfiteta,
947 Coldwater Rd. Murray
Mon.-Sot.
753-3880

STRETCH TERRY

Delping you say it right.

$ 99

3.99

YD

REG.
3.99

STRETCH BOUCLE

8-5

REG.

COUPE DE VILLE

POMEE
REG 2

MILIUM UNING

INSULATED
REG 395

$199
I

•

SHIRTING FLANNEL

ROBE VELOUR
NIGHTWEAR FLEECE

C2
C2

WARM-UP FLEECE
QUILTED OUTERWEAR
• nal/ 44 9P99

*fully guaranteed
*100% waterproof
*fleece lined
accept no substitutes

POLY•FIL

INTERFACING
THREAD
ELASTIC

aiim

$599
REG 695is
It'
REG. 2.N

PIXTESTER
REG SC

3 YDS $1.00
6 FOR $1.00

NON ROLL
REG /SC

5 FOR $1.00

REG ISS:

4

Only

FABRIC BONANZA

$.1 500

FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU CAN
SEW FOR PLAYING SLEEPING LOUNGINt,
DRESS UP OECOR•YtNG CRAFTS ET(

hack
On The Square

69C 'fp

NATURAL MUSLIN

QUILT BLOCKS
QUILT BAITS

hoe

SOLID
REG 199

OUTING FLANNEL

rain dears

C2
C2

OUTING FLANNEL

SPECIAL

c:3I

40 Decorator Colors To Choose From q2
Matching Solids. Also Prints
Murray
753-0317
Dixieland
- *

Q .:, w
etr.
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THE ANSWER IS

2
Flowers'Bouquet.

Valentine's Day
is Sunday,
February 14.

gRI 0 IITS

All 14K Gold

YOU HAVE ASKED
THE

This week send our FTD

FRAGRANCES

TRE IIAMS00 GARbEN

2nd CHANCE

provide training in
Murray Head Start child and has an active
various areas, as well as
pront
involveme
parent
parents, friends and staff
an opportunity to assume
this
promote
to
gram
mornSaturday
gathered
a myriad of leadership'
ing, Jan. 23, for a skating philosophy.
roles, Barrett added.
the
are
s
"Parent
of
Skating
party at Roller
The coordinator added
Head
the
of
backbone
Murray.
involvement en-parent
parand
Program
Start
Sharon Barrett, coorgrowth of whole
courages
of
aspects
all
dinator of parent involve- ticipate in
family unit in an
and
planning
program
ment and social services
endeavor to better
of Head Start, said family implementation," Bard themselves,
.understan
said.
rett
get-togethers are just one
es and
capabiliti
their
The parents Also are ofof the many ways parents
to contribute
ability
their
for
y
opportunit
an
fered
are encouraged to partheir talents in a meanticipate in the growth and personal growth through ingful manner.
which
meetings
parent
development of their
children.
German bacteriologist Dr. Robert Koch announcBarrett said Head Start ed in 1882 that he had isolated the bacillus of tuberis a federally funded pro- culosis. Although he was unable to perfect a cure
gram serving three, four for the disease, his work was useful as a means of
and five year olds'in diagnosing tuberculosis in animals intended for
Murray-Calloway County food. Koch transformed the science of infection
area. The program em- with his improved methods of bacteriological inphasizes the parent as the vestigation and is recognized as a pioneer in that
primary educator of the field.

V ow'

Chains=farringsCharms-Nugget Rings

Center

son of Kirksey and Mr. planned for Friday,
and Mrs. James Stone of March 5, at 7 p.m. at the
First Christian Church,
_
Murray.
Murray. A reception-TAR
She is a senior at follow at the Seventh and
Calloway County High Poplar Church of Christ.
School.
No formal invitations
will
be sent. All friends
a
graduate
1981
Stone,
of CCHS, is self- and relatives are invited
to attend the wedding and
employed.
A double wedding is the reception.

in 1978 and attended Murray State University. He
now is serving in the IL S. _
Air Force at Lackland
AFB,San Antonio,Texas.
Karen Lee will be married to Randy Stone, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Stone of Kirksey. His
grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. James Robert-

Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Returning Students
will meet at 7 p.m. at
will meet at 7:45
of Nancy Blankenhome
Alcoholics Anonymous United
a.m. at Ordway Hall, ship.
will meet at 8 p.m. in
Murray State University.
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Hazel and Douglas
Center.
Centers will be open from
a.m. to 2 p.vs. for acMurray TOPS(take off 10
by senior citizens.
tivities
Club
pounds' sensibly)
be served at
will
Lunch
will meet at 7 p.m. at
at Hazel and at
a.m.
11:45
Health Center.
12 noon at Douglas.
Suburban
Auditions for "The ImHomemakers Club will
.ANY.
Ara,
meet at home of Lou portance of Being
YY,
y
Communit
by
McGary, Overbey Street, Earnest"
theatre will be at 7 p.m.
at 7 p.m.__
at old freight depot,
Wednesday,Feb.10
Murray-Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs Hospital.
will meet as follows:
United Campus
Pacers at 9:30 a.m. at
Granny's Porch, Potter- Ministry luncheon will be
town at 10 a.m. at Holiday at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio
Inn and South Pleasant Room,University Center,
She has only one favorite perfume or cologne,
Grove with Iuta Hutson at Murray State University.
but we have man) favorites and her's is probahl)
•
1:30 p.m.
one of ours too. Make sure that she knows that
Thursday,Feb.11
_
fruin Bright'syou earr,
%atentine
North Pleasant Grove
Interagency Council of
Murray and Calloway Cumberland
Church
County will meet at 3 Presbyterian
p.m. at Calloway Public Women will meet with
Dean Cochran at 7 p.m.
Library.

20% off

Central Skopping
Mon., Tues.,Fri.Sot.9:009:00thruthru8:006:00p.m.
Wed., Thurs.,1:00-5:00 p.m.
Sun.
Sale Good Thrv Tues. Feb. 16

Connie Lynn Shultz
to wed Danny Thompson

Karen Lee Shultz
to wed Randy Stone
Mr. and Mrs. James
Shultz, 1707 Miller Ave.,
,announce the
.engagements and approaching double wed:
• ding of their daughters,
Connie Lynn and Karen
• Lee.
The brides-to-be are the
granddaughters of Mr.
• and Mrs. I. D. Shultz of

fle Along," to Broadway
in 1921.
Before he cut his birthday cake, he went to a
- - ed
piano and pla,
"Nobody Knows the
Trouble I've Seen,"
followed by an Israeli folk
song. Then he played his '
own stuff: "I'm Just Wild
about Harry," "Love Will
Find a Way," "Memories
of You" and -You're
Lucky to Me."
Mrs. Louis Armstrong
and singer Marie Louise
sang, "I'm Just Wild
about Eubie."

NEW YORK (AP) —
Eubie Blake says that at
99 he feels just the way he
did when he was 30.
The jazz pianist and
songwriter was given a
birthday party Sunday,
- with about 25 guests, at
Gallagher's Restaurant.
He told the reporters who
showed up • about his
childhood memories from
Baltimore, where he was
born to former slaves on
Feb. 7, 1883.
He said the highlight of
his career was bringing
an all-black show, "Shuf-

ORIGINAL PRICES

'1.99 ..'4.99 .0

1.1
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"

NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

Two to ORLANDO
Vacations foATrRAM
ADA
INCLUDES: 4 DAYS-3 N HS
of
e
Hom
The
est
(T
LD
WOR
INN DISNEY
OfCE
D
Ramada)• R
CAR • TWO
OF.LIMOUS
ISNEY WORLD•
DAYS EN
ATTRACTIONS INSIDE.
16 PASSES
Center•Cypress Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame, etc.

DISNEY
WORLD

Space
12 OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (One FREE Tour) Kennedy

Three FREE Vacations For 2(Week-end)
at the Ramada Inn East, Hurstbourne Lane, Louisville, Ky.

"A
R"
INN

OR.

Includes: Candlelight dinner for two in the brand new "Cristy's".• Sunday
brunch for two * Use of all the Florida forum facilities surrounded by the
lavish tropical landscaping,(including diving pool,kiddie pool,therapy pool,
sauna room,game room)• All taxes and gratuities • Friday evening thru
checkout time Sunday• Children under 18 free (when sharing room with
parents).

chants Certificates
, 1 ;1 $500 in "Sunshine" Mer
c
ICIPATING ME,RCHTS
TO BE SPENT WITH PART

$200 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
At

Peoples Bank & Bank of Murray
•

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, or often as
you wish, the areas participating business's disClearly
playing the FAMILY SUNFEST banner.
number on
print your name, address and phone
particieach
by
provided
the "YOUR CHANCE"
poring business and this Newspoper.
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
per
aduh. Entries are limited to orie per adult
emit Employees of this Newspaper are not
eligible to ploy.
3 INTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win
niers each week. The odds of winning depend
on the number of entries. Since this program
is strictly local in nature, the odds or• more
favorable than a comparable Statewide or No.
1

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

tionwide program.
EACH ENTRY most be on the "YOUR CHANCE"
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be legibly
written or hand printed. Machine duplication
de
Of mechanically reproduced entries will be
dared void_
5 THERE WILL SE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK Of THIS PROGRAM.
(A) Each week SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERTIFICATES will be given away (Total of
$50000 for this Program) All winners
must redeem this tee laical* no later than
7 drays after the offaml.end of this Pro
gram

I

•

BE A WINNER!

1.'••

Rwile,ter at the businesses shown on the following pages

•
the following priges us incsny
• Ri•gister ut thi• purliripuring husirir•sse5 shown on
or
No purr hose ne.ri,ssury to win You tttttst he Ill yews of roue
5 ear. you
I

•

...did,lea win

kid-

die

• AU WINNERS WILL SE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
NEWSPAPER NO
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFKI Of THIS
ALL PRIZES ARE POR
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR anritcmi NAMES
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERAIKEI
MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEM PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED

YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS'.

S

(I) IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WINNERS will be selected from drawings during last week of this program. (All winners must use these vacations within 3
months afterthe end Of The Program.)
(Cl THREE VACATIONS FOR TWO (2): to
Rarnado4inn East, Hurstbournit Lone,
Ky
Includes Candlelight dinner for two in
the brand new "Christy's." Sunday brunch
for two Use of all of the Florida forum
facilities surrounded by the lovish tropical
landscaping, (including diving pool.
pool, therapy pool, sauna room, game
.100111 ) All tales and gratuities. Friday
evening thru checkout time Sunday. Children under 18 he* (when shoring room
wish yammer) These primes will be given
away at intervals during program
(0) IN ADDITION. THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the Stir and 10th weeks.
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED. Un
donned price. Will not be °worded. All entries
properly :tf- This
PKIPv• mmd
become tJ
none will be returned
to Disney
Vocolions
and
Dotes
7 Some Travel
World Not Available
8 Some Dotes on Week end Vacation. Not Avail
able

. WINNERS

•rs 1401114.s will be published every week
ARE NOT NOTIFIED W
•
risu51 recut the nds every week
an the 5tnre's rirlvertiservietil whir.' 1111.•y won You
your name and address will
to find out if you Inoue won II you we tu w
tiny% to notify the newspaper
appear in list' ntis i•rlisersiviit unit you hove four

WINNERS
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Southern States

.4141.

otio

"If Winter comes,
can Spring be far
behind?"

-wee

Beat The
Winter
Blahas...
Learn A
Ne w Craft!

Order Your Fertilizer
Now And Get a Load
Off your Mind

.11

Classes For All Ages
In The Most
Popularcrafts.
Dorothy Cook Instructor

ets
aif

ool
111111Bajlaw

MI

s•'

What a
difference
30
pounds
makes!

RESTAURANT

-

Chinese
Judy Ream - Another
DIET CENTER WINNER!

•Weekday Lunch Special
*Sunday American
And Chinese Buffet
'Full Dinner Menu

"I felt depressed and generally worthless when I was
overweight. Then I talked to a friend who had lost
weight at Diet Center. I started the program and over
the next 10 weeks,I lost 30 pounds. As the weight came
off, my self-esteem grew. It was a wonderful thing! Now
I actually like myself and I know HI never be heavy
again."

(American & Chinese Food)

Call Or Come BY

•

igror"

The poet, Shelley, who wrote these famous
lines,knew how quickly cold winter days can
be followed by the spring thaw. That's why it
paysto take delivery of your fertilizer now and
get it down ahead of the spring rush. You'll
come out way ahead because you can take
full advantage ofthose first warm days to get
an early start on your spring planting. Ifs
agronomically sound because you'll be laying
the groundwork for bigger, better yields at
harvest time. We have good inventories of
Southern States fertilizer—both bagged and
bulk And our spreader equipment is ready
to roll,come in and get the ball rolling today.

wJcI

R

adpberry

ARTS& CRAFTS THAT ARE
HAND-PIC'D FOR YOU

ll

Dixieland Shopping
Center
753-9859

*Welcome CarryOut Orders
*Ask About
"Special Buffet
On Holidays"

Industrial Rd.

75 -142

Lose 17 to 25 pounds in Just 6
you how to keep it off, for good!

NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS•NO CONTRACTS
NO PREPACKAGED FOODS

,,4,.•

MANDARIN-CANTONESE-SZECHUAN STYLE
AMERICAN FOOD SERVED
BUSINESS HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST 6 AM-11 AM
LUNCH 11 AM-2 PM
DINNER 4 PM-10 PM

(L:)CATEL".
HIGHWAY

Me

Call Today
753-0020

,

FOR A FREE
INTRODUCTORY
CONSULTATION

,.
.

.,,-.

DIET
CENTER •

'1,,,
,t-

4.

753-4488

-CROW MASTER

•

IT TOO!
YOU CAN DO
weeks! And we'll teach

h could change your life

"The
Village,/
641 N.
Murray, Ky.

Ilk

-DA'

•
SAVE
$$$$$$$$
Did you know???
that a
Shampoo and Style
is either
a roller set or a
blow dry
WE DO BOTH!
$500

Give your
Valentine
a gift

Reg. $6.00

that will

SPECIAL

So come on in at Fantastic Sams
with this newspaper ad. You
NEVER NEED AN APPOINTMENT AT FANTASTIC SAMS!

wear well,
EXPIRES FEBRUARY 16, 1982

!oak great,
and last a
long film
10

•

•

OWAPIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542
2619 H.C. MATHIS !RIVE,
PADUCAH, 442-4386

ve lot locations toast to coast. and in. near yes,

Yvonne Deem
2055. 16th
Murray
Winer Of $50.00 Merchant Certificates

e • et e e e •

Large Assortment
Of Genuine
24 Kt. Gold

CoasttoCoast

Our New I.R.A.
TAX SAVINGS NOW
SECURE RETIREMENT LATER

Dipped Leafs

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Free Banquet Facilities

36 Different Styles

Inflation
Fighter
Special

c..
1101.
1;eck it out
%%Out tsar Ina la. brnatit. ta. an ill'.

vt>-$295

Y.1.11.11-1111/11.1.11JUCIIIII44 be#nij ele.

Individual Retirement Asvount
Program which sould he one "st the
most promising Insestment Aherne's,
available in todas's market
We recognize that whenever a new
kerficerroffereck-there wrtf-br
questions to be asked and answered
And we have tried to Anticipate those
questions and prostyle sou worn the
1111%aerst you need to nut.: an
decision on the hest may to incest m
your new IRA

Each

14 Kt. Gold Chains
16" $ 1 295
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Exercise Bike
DP Pacer 200 has a heavy duty steel frame
that provides sturdy support. Odometer, padded seat, speedometer and tension control 6351068
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Homemade Soup And
Salad Bar With
Special Only

99c

y
Bank of Murra
BANK"
S. 12th

Olympic Plato

753-0440

Come In 8 See Our Dollar
Days Items:

or

753-8604

CoasttoCoat

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. and Sat. 11-10

"THE FRIENDLY
lilliambatr FDIC

753-7113
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Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
Sun. 1;6 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Murray
Central Center
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Legislation to callfor major reforms in financing countyjails
in many jails is Causing,
heavy and potentially expensive threat of federal
law suits to hang over the
state's heads.
Two bills were introduced in the state
House of Representatives
Monday aimed at
eliminating those threats
and problems.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP — Critics of Kentucky's current system of
financing local jails contend it leads to "head
hunting" by basing the
appropriations on the
number of prisoners a jail
has.
They also charge that
the deplorable conditions

The bills calls for ma- guaranteed minimum
jor reforms in the financ- salary of $12,000 per year
ing of county jails, in- for the jailer.
cluding abolishment of
Currently, the only
the controversial fee money counties get from
system.
the state for their jails is
One bill would provide a so-called "dietary" fee
state appropriations to of $6.75 per day per
local fiscal courts to prisoner.
finance their jail operaThe new proposal,
tions, including a which would cost $11

Milt King's Ben

lee etove7a

In Time For
Valentine's Day
Underwear That's
Funtawear

Make Her
Heart Throb
With Flowers
Arranged By
Experts
*Violet Baskets
'Dish Gardens
'Spring Flowers
*Roses
"Violet Baskets
'Carnations
'Blooming Potted Plants
'Fresh Potted House Plants
*Silk Bud Vases
And Arrangements

Guys & Gals
Owner

Sharilyn
Wisehart

One Size
Fits All

aldeflota
753-9514
600:/2 SOUTH 4TH
MURRAY, KY 42071

753-0550
Bel Air Ctr.

Murray

million per year, would
provide counties with the
same money they received last fiscal year in fees,
plus an additional $300
per permanent bed.
The cost is $2.5 million
more than Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. has proposed
in his biennial budget for
jails.
Counties would also be
given the authority to
close their jails and contract with another county
for their prisoners.
Various health and
safety inspections would
be incorporated within
the Department of Corrections and a training
program would be
created for jailers.
The second bill would
establish a special bonding authority that could

issue up to $25 million in
bonds to help finance jail
construction and renovation.
The authority would be
financed with an additional $5 in court costs.
State Corrections
Secretary George Wilson
also announced Monday
that the governor has
created a special standards review commission
which will set up
statewide standards for
jails.
The state has received
a $43,000 federal grant to
help finatice the commission's work.
Rep. Adrian Arnold, DMt. Sterling, the chief
sponsor of the bills,
discussed the measures
at a noon news con-

ference, calling them the
first step in solving the
state's "intolerable jail
problems."
Arnold said that federal
courts have ordered
millions of dollars in improvements in other
states and in Boone County, Kentucky. "It will
happen statewide if we as
decision-makers don't do
something now," he said.
We must act now, not
react later," Arnold said.
Arnold noted that the
bill is the result of two
years of work by a
legislative subcommittee
he chaired, the Department of Justice, the
Department of Corrections, the Kentucky
Jailers Association and
others.
David Bland, executive

director of the Jailers
Association and a former
state Corections commissioners, said his group is
pleased with the bills,
"which will move * us
toward a more stable
situation."
Bland said the bills
would also create the
foundation for a district
jail system in the future.
Fred Creasey, executive director of the
Kentucky Association of
Counties, called the
measures compromise
legislation, but said his
organization supports
them.
"We would rather have
state-operated jails, but
we need to get oat from
under the federal suits,"
Creasey said.

Tobacco prices top opening amounts
CARROLLTON, Ky.
( AP) — For one of the
few times in the history of
the burley market, prices
were higher at the end of
the season than at the
beginning.
"Tobacco has been our
salvation," said Bob
Froman, who raises
burley, cattle and grain
on more than 900 acres at
Ghent. "Without tobacco,
the rest of our farm
wouldn't be worth a

Froman sold the last
12,000 pounds of his 90,000
pound tobacco crop and
received almost $1.83 a
pound at the final sale, a
little above his average
for the season and well
above last season's high
prices.
Kentucky farmers got
about $1.77 a pound for
their tobacco on the opening day of sales last Nov.
23. They are ending the
1981 season with sales of

damn"

annrnvirnatolar

4R0

million pounds at an
average of $1.81 a pound,
up 15 cents a pound from
the 1980 average.
The 1981 crop was
larger than usual because
farmers are permitted to
carry unused marketing
quotas from one year to
the next. In addition, the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture gave farmers
a carefully measured 7.5
percent increase in
quotas in 1981.
As the market drew to a

close last week in one
Kentucky community
after another, it was
possible to place burley
income at a recordshattering $869 million.
That figure beats the
record set in 1980 by
about $220 million. And it
means that burley accounted for almost 45 percent of the value of all
crops grown in Kentucky
in 1981. Corn was a distant second at $372.5
million_
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NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PUT A
"HOLD" ON THIS SHAKEDOWN
UNTIL RETIREMENT

Vacations for Two to ORLANDO

YOU can with an Individual Retirement Account Whether
or not you have a pension where you work, you can lay
aside up to 52.000 annually with all the taxes deferred
until retirement Its a fast way to accumulate a reserve, all
with the compliments of the IRS

•

deposit
"YOUR CHANCE"
Ciip
NAME

ADDRESS

•

Want more information on the best way to stash some
cash away until retirement day/ Stop in There's no
obligation
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Lasts.
That
Love
Send The Lovebird Bouquet.
'Valentine's Day Feb.14.
This Valentine's Day, send a
gift of flowers in a gin of love.
Teleflora's Lovebird Bouquet.
It's a beautiful floral arrangement that comes in an exquisite
glass box trimmed in brass.
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CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

Rex Dog 21% $695 SO Lb.
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"Serving Murray for 17 Years"

25% $795 50 Lb.
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753-5378

Industrial Rd.

This elegant keepsake is decorated
with our customdesigned lovebirds.
So send a Valentine that will always
he cherished.
Teleflora's Lovebird Bouquet. Just call or
visit your Teleflorist and
you can send it anywhere
you like. Because there's no
better way to send a love that
Lists this Valentine's Day.
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Don't Miss These
Super Low Prices!
Save Up To 5 87
Children & Boys
Western Boots
'Leather-iike tan

'Western stitching
*Long wearing soie
*Sturdy pull strap
*Child's8/
2to boys6
1
"Re11717.87-20-.87

Super Value
E.J. Brach's
Flower Top
Satin Heart
•1c..,0/ •InCludeS dart &
Ch0Coiate 'Limit 2

Save 2 00
Ladies
Fabric Flats
Canvas upper
'
*Navy red or beige
•Flecbfe bottom
*Sizes 5-10•Reg 7 96

Conversation Hearts

Ruffles & Lace
Heart Box

*Choose from large or
small hearts
•9 Oz.'Limit 2

•28 Oz
'Limit 2

Super Value
Men's Basketball
Oxfords
.Sturdy canvas uppers
•CushionecLinsole
*Padded collar

2-12
1
•Stres6/
*Reg_ 7.27

Save 1.26
Valentine Nylon
Fashion Sieepwear
•100% Nylon
'Various styles & colors
•S, M. L
'Reg. 6.94

Save Up To 1.70
Valentine Fashion
Knit Sleepwear
•Poly cotton blend 50/50 or
65/35
•Various styles&colors
•S, M, L
•Reg. 7.94-8.96

Save 27%
Valentine Cards
045 Count
*Includes assorted
cards'Reg.93e

726 5.38 2.84
Super Value
Valentine
Plush Animals

Save 1.06
Valentine Bear

.18"•White bear with
red vest
*No. V520'Reg.6.44

'Red white •12 Styles
•No V1000/5

5x7 & 8x10
Non-Glare Glass
Everyday Low Price

Metal Picture Frames
Save 1.11
Deluxe Waste Basket
'Adjustable "sure grip' bottom holds waste basket
firmly in place
"Compartment for tissue box
'Asst. colors ItNo. 0260'Reg. 3.94

Super Value

Homestead -Oil Lamp
1

'Crystal in colors'Glass
'Brass burner
'Burns oil or kerosene

Save 17%
Carpet Protector
•Transparent vinyl *27"
'Clear-goldennid
'Protects carpet
•Gripper back
•Reg. 1 00 per ft.

Save 19%
Valentine
Sweetheart Bikinis
•100% Nylon 'Sizes 5-6-7

WALIMART
Less • VA

•

• •-

011

,2.00

Super Friends
Valentines

Save 33%
Valentine
Pla y book

•35 Cards per box
-*No.814-1221
'Beg. 1 17

*Full COOT book'
'155 PIeces
'No.831-0331

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLlut — It is our intent•un to have every adver
tised item rn Stock, however rf dire to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item is not avatiabie
for purchase. Wal•Marl will issue a Rain Check Urn request, for the merchandise to be purchased
at the sale price whenever avariable„ or will see you a scalar item at a comparable reduction
price We reserve the right to limitukiantitain

Mar , Sells for Lr.ss • V‘al Mart S,dis tiii Les,• Vv‘i irs.1,-1 se it for L os,• w/o Mart Sells

DPY AVAILABLE

Save 20%

•Elastic, leather & jute
"One size & stretch
•Assorted cofbrs
'Beg 2 96

*Various styles *Pastel & fashion colors
•Reg 1 56

polypropylene
•Ldvel loop pile
•Multi tweed stripe
'Reg. 1 00 Per ft.

,
93

Save,15%
Ladies
Fashion Belts

Save 17%
Carpet Runner 27"
•1 00% Herculon Olefin

Super Value

Appedrine
Extra-Strength
Diet Capsules
•30 Count •Lim,I 2

spandex
•Asst sizes in A. B C
cups - sizes may vary
by store
'Beg 2 for S5 & $3 each

Valentine's Day
February 14th

MasterCard

or Less • Sal Mart Sells for Less• Oral Mart Sells I r less •

Save Up To 1 00
Ladies Bras
•poyestt,:r-qvion !vcra

M.0!

I

• V%
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MHS improves record to 13-2

Beck earns OVC honor,
Mason represents women
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Middle Tennessee's Jerry Beck is the
Ohio Valley Conference
player of the week by virtue of his 48-point, 14rebound performance in
two games last week.
Beck, a 6-foot-7 senior
forward, scored 18 points
and 30 points, respectively, in MTSU's wins at

Lady Tigers crush Symsonia

ball player of the week.
She led the Lady Toppers
to two league wins last
week when she connected
for 19 points against
Eastern Kentucky and
added 22 points and 11 rebounds during an overtime victory over
Morehead State.
Mason is a 6-2
freshman forward from
Russellville, Ky.
Jennifer McFall, of
Middle Tennessee, is the
conference women's
rookie of the week for her
48 point output in two nonconference contests as
the Lady Raiders downed
Vanderbilt and North
Alabama.
The freshman forward,
from Columbia, Tenn.,
scored 22 points in the 7671 win over Vanderbilt
and added 26 more as
North Carolina fell, 95-76.
She also hauled down 26
rebounds for the week.

Akron and Youngstown.
The Danville. Va.,
native raised his leagueleading field goal percentage to .626, hitting 7 of 10
versus Akron and 11 of 13
against Youngstown.
Beck also made good on
12 of 14 free throw tries.
Lillie Mason, of
Western Kentucky, is the
OVC's women's basket-

Fashion & Western
JEANS
All New Styles - Just Completed

Men's & Boy's

s.n0131.32,33, 34, 36, 38, 40
$85° Tos14°°

Murray High's Lady
Tigers (13-2) crushed
Symsonia at home Monday night,58-42.
MHS coach Rick Fisher
said his team played -the
most tenacious defense
I've ever seen us play."
Symsonia's Becky
Rhew, averaging 17
points per game, was
restricted to only six by
the Lady Tigers and only
two — Cheryl Upton and
Leshia Odom — scored in
double figures.

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan seemed as impressed with his
National Hockey League
guests as the officials and
players of the NHL were
with him.
And the president, ever
the entertainer — he even
skated in practice with an
NHL team while making
a movie back in 1939 —
made everyone feel at
ease with his opening
remarks at a luncheon he
hosted Monday at the
White House.
"It's a thrill for me to
see Gordie Howe,"
Reagan said, referring to
the legendary right wing
who retired two years ago
at age 53. "I remember
my mother taking me by
the hand to see him play.

MHS boosters
will charter
bus to Ballard

Work Jeans
$850

Murray High's Tiger
Athletic Booster Club
plans to chartera Brooks
Bus to the boys basketball game at Ballard
County Saturday.
The cost will be $7 per
person and the bus will
leave the MHS parking
lot at 4:30 p.m.
Only 48 seats will be
available and reservations must be made to the
MHS office (753-5202) by
Wednesday afternoon.

$14"
,

Women's 950 To

Cash Only

I,

sins7.9, 11, 13, 15,_

Open Everyday

LANDOLT LTD
Murray

-We really played
super," Fisher said,
"After Saturday's game
we sort of had a pow wow
and afterwards I think
our girls wanted to prove
something to me."
Kim Tharpe responded
to Fisher's challenge with
18 rebounds and 16 points
while Velvet Jones and
Donna Rousse added 16
points apiece as well.
A switching zone
defense shut down the
Rough Riders' ottack,

"Gordie, would you
believe I was a teenager?" the 70-year-old
chief executive added
amid the laughter of the
40 NHL All-Stars and
assorted league representatives.
Reagan didn't spare
the game's current
superstar, Wayne Gretzky, from his comments,
either.
"Rumor had it that our
team here in Washington
is trying to get you,"
Reagan said to 21-yearold scoring sensation,
who was seated at the
head table along with
Howe, - Phil Esposito,
NHL President John
Ziegler, Bob Hope,
Speaker of the House Tip
O'Neill, William Wirtz,
the chairman of 'the
NHL's Board of Gover-

JIMIER
•DAMS
NORTHSIDE
Chestnut St.
6-10 Mon.-Sat.
Closed

SOUTHSIDE
S. 12th St.
710 Mon.-Sat.
11-7 Sun.

c9'

nors, and Ambassador
Allan Ezra Gottlieb of
Canada. "I was told Edmonton gets two firstround draft picks...and
the state of Texas."
The president also
saluted the sport.
"This rugged sport has
connected the border
with- Canada and the
United States and it is
something that should
never be overlooked," he
said. "We're more than
neighbors, we're friends.
This sport represents
what is best about that
relationship.
"I salute all of you for
making this wonderful
game possible and thank
you for gracing this house
and being here."
Ziegler presented a
replica of the Stanley Cup
and an All-star jersey

• with the No.1 and
"Reagan'.: printed on it to
the president.
"The only way we could
come close to honoring
you was to see that you.
got a replica of what
these gentlemen work so
hard for — the Stanley
Cup."
"I thought I was getting
the real thing,." said the
president. "I was anxious
to have it displayed
here."
Reagan said that, to
him, hockey is a special
sport, "a majestic sport.
I hope the public will
focus on the nobler
aspects of the sport."
But he did not ignore
the rougher aspects of
hockey.
"Keeping the players in
line is a tough job," he
noted. "In making `Hell's

Kitchen,' there was one
sequence where I put on
skates and went onto the
ice of Madison Square
Garden as the coach of a
group of delinquents, the
Dead End Kids. From
that, I have a deep appreciation of how hard it
is to keep peace on the
ice.
"You have a long tradition of which to be proud
of," Reagan added.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) —
Center Moses Malone of
the Houston Rockets, who
averaged 48.3 points and
19 rebounds per game in
three contests, was named the National Basketball Association Player of
the Week for the period
ending Feb.7.
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Showboat

IGA

Pork &
Beans
300

Biscuits
6 Pk.

Size Can

Qotge

,AeG
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MURRAY (56)
Jones 5 64 16; Sebanbacher 2 2-2 6,
Thorpe 5 64 111; Rousse 7 24 16 M
Greene 2644
Totals— 21-41 16-111511.
SYMSCHUA(IP
MeGary 1 0.02; M.McManas 12-3 4,
Odom 4 24 10; Rbew 2 2-5 6; Boaz 0 2-4
2; Upton 34 II; T. McManus 11-77
Totals — 13-57 16-3142.
Halftime — MHS 36,SHS 13.

Customer Appreciation Sale
Thursday, February 11th
10 A.M. til 7 P.M. Only

Ac

2/89cog

ahead and hopefully
they'll all be good ones
for us."
MHS' B-team defeated
Symsonia, 34-24, on the
strength of Kim Greene's
16 points. The victory
boosted the Lady Tigers'
mark to 7-4.

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

c>°*
*

Jumbo Roll

Our Usual High Quality

c)c.qp,c9

Ground Beef

•

Golden Ripe

°-16)
Ctkp

*.

Bananas

iial $100

2 Lbs. or More
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Murray controlled,..the
boards, 48-35, and hit 21 of
41 shots from the field.
Symsonia struggled with
23 percent shooting from

••...vg•.•ec2c2q,

Towels

s--4....

Symsonia fell behind,
36-13, at halftime and
could never recover their
composure. The Rough
Riders dropped to 15-3
with the loss.

the floor, connecting on
only 13 of 57 shots.
Thursday the Lady
Tigers begin a three-day
marathon session, playing at Marshall County,
then hosting Mayfield
Friday, before travelling
to Henry County, Tenn.,
on Saturday.
"We've got the makings of a real good
ballclub,". Fisher admitted, "If only we keep our
heads in place and play
like I know we can. We've
got three tough games

ONE DAY
ONLY

66
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Hi Dri

limiting them to eight
points in the first period
and five points in each of
the second and third
frames.

Reagan entertains hockey AllStars

Cash Only

Men's & Women's
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CCMS'muscles flex,
MMS suffers results

Times

As a prelude to the middle school tournament
Feb. 22, 23 and 251 the
Calloway County Middle
School teams displayed
their home court muscle
Monday night, knocking
off both Murray Middle
School teams.
The Lakers snatched a
26-24 overtime victory
from the Tigers while the
CCMS girls totally
dominated, the Lady
Tigers,37-1J.
CCMS will host the middle school tourney which
will also include MMS,
Benton, North Marshall
and South Marshall.
CCMS(boys)26
MMS 24
Murray out-rebounded
and out-shot the Lakers
from the floor, but two
free throws were the
game's deciding factors.
The teams were knotted at 24 when the regulation buzzer sounded and
Calloway controlled its
destiny by grabbing the
tip-off in the three-minute
overtime period.
The Lakers stalled Until
:08 and coach Burch Kinolving called timeout.
With :03 left Scott Nix
rove to the basket, was
ouled and clinched the
ame with a pair of free
hrows.
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Calloway'S Monty Morton was the game-high
scorer with 12.
Murray out-rebounded
CCMS, 17-16, and hit nine
of their 23 shots from the
field for 43 percent.
CCMS hit nine of 42 field
goals fcr 21 percent.
The victory raised
CCMS' record to 9-2
overall.
CCMS(girls)37
MMS 15
A standing room only
crowd witnessed the
awesome Calloway
defense throttle the Lady
Tigers in the night's opening contest.
CCMS allowed only
four points by the visitors
in the first half while accumulating 22 of their
own.
Amberly Moss was
perfect on all five of her
field goal attempts and
hauled down a career
high nine rebounds for
the victors. Her 10 total
points were the most'
scored by either team.
Assisting Moss defensively was teammate
Anita Hill. Hill recorded
five steals, three rebounds and added six
points.
The win was CCMS'
ninth in 10 outings.

Amberly Moss

Gottfried gets professional
help in signing grid recruits
CINCINNATI (AP)
Mike Gottfried, thanks to
- an assist from Cincinnati
Bengals quarterback
Jack Thompson, says his
recruiting at the University of Cincinnati may be
the most successful in his
coaching careere,
. "I've never been in a
*Y. recruiting situation like
• this year," said Gott• fried. "Recruiting is pro• -: bably going better than at
.1, any time I've coached."
Although the binding
*4--. national letter signing
date is two days away,
1; Gottfried says many of
the players the Bearcats
*'
a' sought already have
made verbal corn• mitments to play for Cin•
'
*2
a: &Mel.

Thompson, No.2
for the
• quarterback
V. Super Bowl Bengals, has
Z: been a big help. He even
.
▪ helped recruit one of his
Samoan cousins.
"When his cousin
visited," Gottfried said of
Thompson, "he came by
: that weekend and met all
the recruits. He's a classy
' person and he represents

'?
f

Six OTs spell Colgate defeat
By The Associated Press
Colgate was playing for
a tie. Mississippi Valley
State was playing for
anything but.
Colgate, playing a
slowdown game against
Northeastern Monday
night, fell behind 36-34
when forward Mark
Halsel scored on a 10-foot
jump shot with 4:05 to
play. The Red Raiders
held the ball for the next
four minutes, hoping for a
last-gasp basket that
would force an overtime.
But one shot missed, the
next was blocked at the
buzzer and the Huskies'
two-point edge held up.
Mississippi Valley
State managed one overtime against Southern
University. And
another...and
another...and
another...and
another...and another. It
wasn't until senior center
Bryant Johnson, the
Delta Devils' scoring
leader with 29 points,
sank three free throws in
that sixth extra period
that Mississippi Valley
trudged off the court with
a 73-72 victory.
It matched two 1950s
games as the secondlongest in National Collegiate Athletic Assocation Division f history.
Last Dec.21; Cincinnati

needed a record seven
overtimes to defeat
Bradley 75-73.
"We were looking to
send the game into overtime," Colgate Coach
Mike Griffin said after
his strategy failed and
the Red Raiders dropped
to 7-14. "Northeastern is
a very strong team ... We
were not going to run with
them. We were going to
work for the kind of shots
we could make."
Geiffin's last-shot
strategy succeeded last
Jan.26 when Colgate,
trailing Princeton by a
point, held the ball...and
held it...and held
it...before Eric Jones'
jumper with seven
seconds to play beat the
Tigers 25-24.
This time, though, Paul
Hoogenboom, the game's
high scorer - with 15
points, missed a shot with
four seconds left. And
when teammate Kevin
Halloran grabbed the rebound, Northeastern's
Dave Leitao blocked his
shot at the buzzer. Halsel
shared scoring honors for
the winners, 21-5, with 10
points.
'Mississippi Valley
State led 40-24 at
halftime, but Southern
rallied a 60-60 tie after
regulation play. Neither
team scored in the first
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Junior guard Anthony
Hicks' 26 points led
Xavier University, the
Midwestern City Conference's defending
champion, to its first conference victory this
season, 72-53 over Butler.
Xavier is 1-7 in the MCC
and 6-15 overall.

44
47
5.g)
525
449
650
640
525
1453
1.133

Knott Cent. 61. Fleming-Neon 13 .
Lee Co. 50, Hazard 48
Bracken Co. 77. Augusta 35
Riverside 54, Hazel Green 28
Bockhorn 67, Oneida 51
Everts 44. Lone Jack 32
Whitesburg 79, Elkhorn City 22
Virgie 36. Jenkins 35
South Hopkins 71, Trigg Co.61
Bourbon Co. 45. Frankfort 40
Johnson Cent, 77. Lawrence Co.61
Laurel Co. 75, Knox Cent. 39
Pa intsv die 62, Morgan Co 51
•
Pineville 48. Williamsburg 38
Sheldon Clark 66, Magoffin Co 40
Todd Cb. Cent 74. Russellville 56

Boys poll

Va_Cumnionwealth77,

Montana

Girls' poll

LEXINGTON, Ky AP
Here are
the ranked teams in Kentucky girls'
high school basketbalL with first-place
voles in parentheses, records and total
points
1 Lou Mercy Arad 61
1:
8
94
3 174
157
2 Shelby Co
3 Boone Co
22-1 155
164 153
4 Elizabethtown t
5 Marshall Co
17-3 126
6 Franklin Co
17-2 115
7. laurel Co
17-3 103
11. Lex Henry Clay
17-4 101
-9 'Warren East
- 18-1 34
10 Warren Central
15-3 68
195:5
2 64
66
11 Whitley Co
17 EMI WesteFn
16-2 62
13 Todd Co Cent 1
34 Webster Co
N
I7-1
1 5
15 Washington Co
49
5
15-2 44
16 Ohio Co
124 43
17 Barren Co
14-3 39
IS, Rowan Co
12-3 27
19 Belfry
15-6 25
20. Corbin
Allen Co,
Also receiving votes
Ashland, Lou Assumption, Auburn. Lou
Butler, Cumberland. Daviess Co. East
Carter. lone Oak, 1,ou Moore,
Muhlenberg Central, Murray • Russell,
Sheldon 'Clark. Somerset. Symsonia.
ten Tales Creek. I au Southern _

basketball
Monday's College BasketballScores
EAST
Baltimore 65.St.Frands. Pa. 60
Georgetown 96,Syracuse 79
Howard C. 79, Florida A& M 63

$1 3
lb

We At:apt Fen41
StaloPli

ket In Murray

Marthall lost an early
19-point lead and had to
rally to beat East, Tennessee State 98-96 in the
Southern Conference on
LaVerne Evans' 7-:oot
jumper with 1:10 remaining.

Guards Brian
Kellybrew and Terry
Long had 14 points apiece
as Lamar University beat
Louisiana Tech to record
its 53rd consecutive home
victory. And Sedale
Threatt scored 40 points
as West Virginia Tech
rolled to its 22nd consecutive home-court victory, 111-93 over Bluefield
State.

The 10th of each, month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your.pay meat-by the 10tVolthe- month in order Topay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
aeliVery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pa*
checks
oii can bean inconveniencP for you and
your carrier
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Ga
Fair, Ga

19 131
19 124

6.9
65

ASSISTS
Gm
20
20
20
20
. IS
20
20
19
19
19

School
Tuohy, Ms
Dniels, Aub
Mnnfld. Ky
Whtley, Ala
Pierre, MIA
Beaman,Tn
Moses,Fla
Brooks,In
Rchrsn, Ala
McK nny, Van

No. Avg
134 67
130 65
129 64
123 62
-,76 31
76 38
75 37
70 37
63 32
57 30

FREE THROWS
School
FTM FTA
Cox, Van
92 101
Master, Ky
8291
Pndxtr, Aub
15 52
Harden,Fla
51 59
Clark. Ms"
85 99
64 76
Tuohy. MS
Brooks. Tn
42 50
Elba,In
79 97
Dlancy,Fla
42 52
Mnnfld,Ky
53 66

Pct,
91.1
90 1
86.5
864
858
61.2
14.0
81.4
800
$O 3

Pro 1:;asketball
National Baaketball Associatioo
EASTERN CONFERENCE
• Atlantic Divission
W L Pct.
Boston
34 12
.739
Philadelphia
13 14
.702
New Jersey
23 25
.479
Washington
22 24
.478
New York
72 26
.458
Central Division
.696
Milwaukee
32 14
Atlanta
19 25
.112
Detroit
20 27
126
20 27
Indiana
.426
Chicago
18 .20
.343
11 35
Cleveland
.239

GB
—
lux
12
12
13
—
12
12‘2
125x
IV:
21

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

SEC stats
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. AP1 — Here
are the Southeastern Conference individual statistics, as compiled by the
commissioner's office:
SCORING
S
School
Gm PG FT Pts Aver
Ellis-. Tie 20 184 79 447 22.4
Willms, Fla
20 :66 95 427 21_4
Clark, Ms
20 162 85 409 20.4
Wilkins, l;a
19 161 51 373 19.6
Malone. 91St
20 167 35 169 18_5
PhIlps, Ala19 129 62 320 16.8
Carter, 1St!
19 130 51 318 16_7
MstIlr.Aub •
20 144 46 334 16.7
Hord. Es
'r
20 133 67 333 16,6
Master. Ky
20 111 82 304 15.2
FIELD-GOALS
Gm FG111 FGA Pd.
20 184 212 65,2
20 162 251 64.5
20 69 108 63.8
24- 13 133 -62.4
414Ft
W
20 166 273 601
Turpm. Ky
20 106 175 60.6
ark ley 'A ub
20 108 183 59.0
m
M s4nr
20 167 298 56.0
aloneA
, hf
ubSt
-211 144 257 56.0
Wndham, Ala
20 67 120 55.8
School
Ellis. Tn
Clark, Ms
Stieg. Ms

REBOUNDING

GIBSON HAM CO.
'Only Federal Inspected Meat

career-high 22 plus 13 rebounds.
Unranked Teams
Rob Williams' 29 points
led Houston past Texas
77-63; while Terry
Teagle's 23 helped Baylor
beat Southern Methodist
70-59 in a pair of
Southwest Conference
games.

I,a Salle 94. Lehigh 69
Lehman 99,St.Joseph's, N.Y.60
Fagnington 81. Sedalia 65
Marist 81, Maine 54
r
Le Sayre 104 Williamstown 73
New Hampshire 67, Massachusetts63
Northeastern 36, Colgate 34
SOUTH
Baptist 64,S.Carolina St 59
Berry 63. N.Georgia 57
Centenary 88, NE Louisiana 71
0u1e67, N.C,Wilmington 57,DT
Ga Southern 65,Samford 61
Jacksonville 75, South Alabama 72,
LEX LNG TON. Ky i AP
Here are
OT
the ranked teams in Kentucky boys'
IC Smith 94, Virginia St. 82
high school basketball, with first-place
I.ivingston 65, Jacksonville St. 59
votes us parentheses. re, ords and total
Marshall 98,E Tennessee St.96
points.,
MemphisSL 75.-Ball St..64
I North Hardin 9
23--1'-I80
New Orleans 78, Georgia St. 60
2. Virgie
17-2 165
Norfolk St. 59, Fayettevill St. 56
3 Lex Bryan Station
17-2 155
N Alabama 85, Delta St. 61
4, I,ou Male
16-2 150
NW Louisiana 60. Nicholls St. 54
5 Laurel Co
17-'i 133
Texas Southern 13, G rambling 82
6 Mason Co
19-0 118
Tula ne 53. Cincinnati 39
7 Shelby Co
14-4 309
Richmond 63
8. Owensboro
17-7 107
W Carolina 90, Davidson 69
9 Carlisle Co
,22-1 106
William& Mary 66, Virginia Tech5.1
10 ten Henry Clay
114 101
MIDWEST
11 Lou Iroquois
13-4 73
Cleveland St 49, Wis.-Green Bay 46
12 Clinton Co
22-1 70
.111mois 47.S.Illinois 43
I3 Rowan Co
16-3 61
N .lowa 70. Valparaiso 65
21-2 46
14 Hughes-14 irk
N.Michigan 65, Michigan Tech 63
15 Elizabethtown
13-3 34
Xayiet.Ohio 72. Butler 53
PianklinTo.
166 'Tr
SOLITTIWEST
17 Boyd Co
18-4 32
Arkansas 79, Texas Christian 69
18 _Grayson Co
19-2 11
Ark.-Little Rock 41, Mercer 33
19 Padurah Tilghman
17-5 30
Baylor 70. Southern Methodist 59
20 Lou Valley
14-4 25
Houston 77. Texas63
Also receiving votes
Lou Ballard.
Lamar 80, Louisiana Tech 70'
Ballard Memorial. Christian Co, Clay
Oklahoma City 91, Loyola,Ill 78
Co, East Carter. Ash Fairview, HenderOral Roberts 81, Detroit 64
son Co Lou Manual, Middlesboro. MurSW Louisiana 62. Arka nsas St.52'
ray. 7Newport Catholic. Pulaski Co,
Texas A&I 92, Howard Payne 75 Scott Co. I.ou Southern. Lou St Xavier,
Texas-Arlington 96, McNeese St. 84
Union Co. Texas Tech 91, Texas Made!.OT
FAR WEST
E.Washington 67, Lew is-Cla rk St. 57
St. 87. E.Oregon 61
New M ex ico St . 64. Drake 61
Oregon St 57, California 50
Oregon Tech 74. Puget Sound 67
W New NIesico 74, Grand Canyon 49

College

Wholesale & Retail Meat
/boo. ISI•!ail
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REMEMBER
THE LOTH:

We have a good selection Old Fashioned Lunch masts sliced
fresh while you wait.

Choice Sider of Beef

points from senior guard
Tony Brown and 27 from
its reserves, including 10
from sophomore guard
Ricky Norton and nine
from senior forward Greg
Skulman. The Razorlacks, 17-3 overall, used a
pair of hot shooting
sprees to turn back Texas
Christian 79-69 in the
Southwest Conference.
The Razorbacks turned
a 20-11 deficit into a 28-23
lead before halftime and
a 40-36 deficit into a 57-46
lead after it.
No.14 Memphis State
grabbed the lead at the
start, widened it to as
many as 16 points in the
closing minutes and held
off persistent Ball State
75-64.
Keith Lee has 24 points,
18 rebounds and three
steals for the winners, 163. Ray McCallum led Ball
State with 23 points.
Georgetown, No.20,
trailed 39-34 before catching fire. The Hoyas, 195, stayed hot after the intermission, taking a 71-51
lead en route to their 96-79
pounding of Syracuse.
Eric Floyd and Pat Ewing combined for 23 of
Georgetown's 49 points in
that stretch, when the
winners outscored the
Orangemen 37-12. Flold
finished with 27 points
and Ewing added a

Boys
Mullins 91, Feds Creek 77

the whole Bengals Alabama, Miami, Fla.,
199
organization. They have Florida State and South
198
Carolina
has
--helped
.
his
198
a first-class organizarecruiting.
tion."
215
"I saw Alabama in a
243
Some college coaches
23$
bowl
game and couldn't
view a pro franchise in
540
their city as a threat, or sleep for four days," said
526
at least a hindrance. Not Gottfried, tongue in his
. .516.
cheek."If I'd have known
High Ind. Series t HCi
Murray's Mel Purcell,
•
so with Gottfried.
. 679
Haws
"The Bengals' success we'd be playing Miami, according to the tourna- Becky
623
Mary Boon
616
helped. It's like the year too,I'd have gotten sick." ment office, will not be Peggy Shoemaker
scheduled to play before Pat HesseirodeHigh Averages
the Steelers did well.
173
172
LoisSinith
.
Wednesday at 3 p.m..,
Their success helped the
157
Nancy Todd .
University of Pittsburgh
145
Sue Lax
In
other
matches,
third145
Phillips
Jean
players,"
attract good
142
seeded Gene Mayer easi- Hilda Bennett
the Bearcats' second142
Mary Ruutt
ly
beat
Jeff
Borowiak
6-4,
141
Shoemaker
Peggy
year coach said.
.139
6-2; sixth-seeded.Yannick l'eggiBebber
"We feel the corn- Noah
defeated
fellow
mitments we have will
Calloway County's boys
carry us through. This is junior varsity team Frenchman Theirry
the first year we'll pro- rallied from . a 22-15 Tulsane 6-1, 6-2; seventhbably have to turn people deficit at halftime to seeded Roscoe Tanner
back," Gottfried said. defeat Murray High's JV eliminated Mike Cahill 64, 7-5; _No.8 Johan Kriek
"And we'll probably sign team,43-40.
of South Africa dropped
more Ohio kids than any
Rob Anderson had the Pat Dupre 6-4, 6-3, and
Monday Games
UC team in the last 15 hot hand Monday as he
No.10 Hank Pfister
Girls
years. The majority of bucketed 18 points and
Breckinridge Co 67. Whites. Trinity
defeated
Peter
Fleming
56
our players will be Ohio snatched 11 rebounds for
of Australia 7-6, 6-4.
Nicholas Co 27. Fleming Co,24
players this year."
Belfry 15, Betsy Lay ne 19
the • Lakers. Teammate
Western Hills 69.Garrard Co. 56
Gottfried, whose first Chris Sheridan added 11
Olmstead 90. Drakesboro 66
team posted a 6-5 record, points to the winning efParis 60, Harrison Co 51
Bath Co. 48, Powell CO. 45
says he will award 30 fort.
Lex. Bryan Sta. 54. Lex_ Tales Creek
grants-in-aid.
Calloway fell behind by
SI
BOWLING
' Anderson Co. 52, Burgin 47
He,also believes an im- as much as 14 points
STANDINGS
Boyle Co 59, Mercer Co. 46
Diller or Dollar
Posing 'Cincinnati before bouncing back for
Woodford Co_ 56, Lex, Lafayette 55
February 5.1982
Somerset 41. Berea 37
schedule that includes the victory.
W
L
Team
Boone Co 104, Pendleton Co,64

Fresh Meats
Beef Roast
Rib Eye Steak
Pork Chops
Pork Ribs
Pork Sausage
American Cheese Sliced or Belk
Bacon
Wieners
Pure Ground Beef Belk or Potties

five-minute extra period,
they managed to remain
deadlocked through the
next three
and neither
scored in the fifth overtime, either.
With 3:10 gone in the
sixth, one Johnson free
throw put MVS ahead 7170. Anthony Bryant's 12foot jumper gave
Southern a 72-71 lead
before Johnson hit his
decisive foul shots.
Overtime hasn't been
the friendliest of places
for South Alabama this
season. Dan
McLaughlin's 15 points
led Jacksonville past the
Jaguars 75-72 — the
fourth time this season
they've beer beaten in
overtime.
The Top Twenty
Oregon State, ranked
sixth, moved into a firstplace tie with Washington
in the Pacific 10 Conference as the Beavers
rode Lester Conner's 20
points to a 57-50 victory
over California. OSU is
10-1 in the Pac-10 and 17-3
overall.
Oregon State held a 3220 halftime lead, but Cal's
Mark McNamara, who
had 23 points and 17 rebounds, led a charge as
the Golden Bears closed
within four points with
2:46 to play.
No.9 Arkansas got 20

Sports at a glance
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
Ind Game •Sc,
— Australia's John Alex- ..,1, smith
ander scored the first Mary Boutt
upset of the $250,000 U.S. Pat Hesselrate
- -Bighted. GainelliCi
National Indoor tennis Mary Noun
Becky Haws
championships when he Peggy Shoemaker
beat ninth-seeded Brian
High Ind. Series SC)
Resseirooe
Gottfried 6-3, 7-6, 7-4.
Becky Haws

4

- !Obit lni

Mississippi Valley State wins, 73-72

SC11001

•
Aub
Phllps. Ala
Mi DwIl. Ha
W dims, Fla
I ckett, Aub
Mtchll, ISU
Wells. MSt
Turpm. Ky

Grp

20
19
20
20
20
19
20
20

RB3 Aver
205 10 3
179 94
186 9 3
171 It 6
154 .77
144 7,6
143 7 1
141 7 0

TOBACCO SALE
Clarksville, Tennessee
Anyone seeking information on
American Farmer Marketing Corp.
Loose Leaf Tobacco Floor in Clarksville
Tenn. may contact

Jimmy Cooper
753-9357
Murray, Ky. 4'
or Clint Smith,
Farmington, Ky. 345-2251
1•1.

W L Pct. Giti
San Antonio
30 16
452
Denver
25 22
.522
51
:
Houston •
21 22
.522
6
Kansas City
15 32
.319 15'2
Utah
14 '31
.311 151
:
Dallas
14 32
.304 16
. Pacific
Seattle
33 13
.717
—
Los Angeles
33 14
.702
Golden State
26 19
.578
6',
Portland
26 19
.578
64
.
Phoenix
24 21
.533
Ilk
San Diego
14 33
.298 194
:

Division

Monday'sGames
Tuesday's Games

No games scheduled

Los Angeles at Atlanta
Milwaukee at Indiana
Chicago at Detroit
Washington at San Antonio
Golden State at Utah
New York at Seattle
Houston at San Diego
Wednesday's
Detroit at New Jersey
Indiana at Philadelphia
Portland at Cleveland
Atlanta at Chicago
Washington at Dallas
Los Angeles at Kansas City
Utah at Denver
Boston at Phoenix

Games

Baseball
NEW YORK (AP) —
Cincinnati -outfielder
George Foster, who apparently has secured a $1million interest-free loan,
could be just 24 hours
away from becoming the—
newest member of the.
New York Mets.
Frank Cashen, the
Mets' general manager,
said Monday he and Tom
Reich, Foster's agent,
have reached agreement
on the 33-year-old slugger's request for the loan',
the final hurdle to complete a trade for the Reds'
star.
Foster,. who has
averaged 112 runs batted
in and 33 home runs the
past six seasons, was
receiving $800,000 a year
from Cincinnati as he
entered the option year of
his contract.

•
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Convalescent Aids
Often, the best healing happen' at home.
Begiek's can supply the. finest in home healih &arc equipment,
rdless ol how siktple or complex your needs may he. Call the •Begley's
Health Line, I-800-432-0920, toll free; and discuss yoisi needs with a
trained home health care specialist. The item(s) you need will be available at
the Begky's Drug_Store nearest you, or from one of our fully-stocked
Convalescent Aids Centers, in Lexington. Louisville, or Ashland.

Begley's. .we'll supply the home health Care equipment,
you provide the love.

Central Shopping Center Hwy. 641 N. Murray
753-4025 Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

Sand & Sable

Kleenex

Sand Et Sable is classic beauty
graced with modern spirit.
You'll love the way its
floral sensations linger.
2 oz. spray mist

Crystal
Heart
1 lb box

A soft

blow for a sensitive nose.
Box of 200 white tissues

Old Spice
After Shave gives you the
freshness of the open sea,
for the best ending
a shave ever had.
4% oz.

sKAvt--

Revlon fragrances....
delightfully different!

00

Jontue

Gentle white detergent

The magical fragrance.
A power, a fascination,
an aura more than a scent.
1 oz. spray mist

Nabisco

for dishes, or fine fabrics.

Premium Crackers
Saltine crackers in reclosable
bags for extra freshness.
1 lb. box

A splash of Ghaz
will dazzle you.
The inspiring after shave
for admiring women.
1 oz. bottle

The gorgeous sexy fragrance
1 oz. spray mist

oitalentine
$369

Save Money with
Begley Products
Begley's

For your Valentine
Choose from 10" high Owl, Frog,.
Puppy, Mouse, Monkey, or Bear in
your choice of assorted pastel colors.

35-Y u1"4".

wilicroas

Coricidin tablets help to relieve sinus
headache congestion and stuffiness.
Box ef 24

Vitamin C

VITAMIN

Relief of sinus headache and
NN,congestion - Aspirin free

Use Vitamin C as a daily dietary supplement
since your body cannot store C,and must
have a fresh supply every day. 1000 mg.
bottle of 100

Anacin
.01106.10011IL

PlAcIN

You can have fast pain relief for
headaches, colds,.body aches, neuralgia
Box of 50 tablets.

nisrmtr,ffe.!

1000 I.U.

Brach's Candies••••••••••

Medicated
Skin Cream

for your valentine!
Cupids

Wand of Hearts69-4
I

vicks
Formula 44

Begley'5

relieves even the most
annoying coughs of colds,
flu, and bronchitis. For
decongestant relief try Vicks.
Formula 44-D, 3 oz. bottle.

Provides soothing, cooling relief for sunburn,
windburn, and chapped skin. Great for
removing make-up tool 16 oz. jar

Filled with assorted flavors
of conversation hearts.

Wrapped tray of 10 chocolate
covered marshmallow hearts

Price Includes 115* on lobo!

WiVvitaken the guess
skiOriCeillt of taking pictures.
Just aim and shoot. Full 1 year warranty.

Conversation
Hearts

Kodak

Color
Enlargements

Kodacolor II
Color Negative Rim
For beautiful memories
C135-24

G.E.

Magicabes
MAGICUBES
;E:),1.4111II )41

12 Rashes

G.E.

Flashcubes

Only 97C Ea

12 Rashes

(711Reltkagt

/tteteN.1

8x 10's

Charge it

"...when only the finest will do."

•
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Video business createsliving photos
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Videocassette players
may be something of a
novelty at present, but industry forecasts indicate
that in the foreseeable
future such adjuncts to
the television iet may be
almost as common as the
basic set itself.
The coming video
revolution may be closer
than we know. At least,
businesses such as
videotape rental and
sales agencies are
multiplying.
Now a new development in videotape services has appeared on the
scene. Companies are offering to tape weddings
and birthday parties as
well as individual
messages to loved ones
for future showing at the
appropriate .4 time. One
such new-style business
is "Memories on Video,"
which was started recently by a New York woman.
Bobbi Van, a former

advertising sales
representative, the owner
of the fledgling business,
said that though unusual,
it was not unique.
"There are half a dozen
similar businesses in
California," she noted.
"The idea which led to
the business came to me
about five years ago
when a friend who was
only 26 died unexpectedly. I began to wish I had
something more than a
photograph to remember
her."
After taking several
courses in video production, she realized that
videotapes could be the
"living photo" she had
imagined.
"I have taped
messages to be shown to
children, several love letters to spouses, couples
about to marry who want
to talk about their hopes
for the future and elderly
people reminiscing about
the past," she said. A
grandmother enjoyed the

experience of recounting
her younger days so
much that she will soon
make a second tape.
A family can have a
group portrait made in
their own home and then
come back later and do
another so that they
create a library of significant events and
moments, added Ms.
Van. Some families have
brought photos of
ancestors to a taping session and one woman adjourned her session to the
kitchen whese.she
described how To inake
pastries according to her
own grandmother's
special recipe.
No matter what the taping session will include,
the process begins with
an interview, usually at
the client's home, where
an audio tape is made of a
conversation with Ms.
Van. This is a sort of
dress rehearsal of the actual event and serves to
help the client gather his

or her thoughts and
become comfortable with
the technique of talking
for posterity.
Within a few days, the
client and Ms. Van meet
for an hourlong taping
session at a production
studio ( the taping can
also be done at home )
along with a director and
camera operator.
The client receives a
videocassette recording
compatible with an owned or contemplated video
player after Ms. Van
edits it. Cost for the service ranges from $750.
"Generally I keep a
master tape on file, but if
it is preferredf I will give
them the master tape.
The tapes are never
shown to anyone without
written permission from
the client," said Ms. Van.
White personal tapes
are the aspect of her
business that sbe expects
will grow most rapidly,
Ms. Van says they are far
from the only uses for

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

videocassette players.
-I was approached by
an attorney who wanted
to tape a trial for his
records." A number of
companies across the
country already offer a
'living will' service which
involves five minutes of
taping time and costs
about $350, she added.
Videotape is also used
as a tool in psyotherapy,
according to Marjorie
Dreyf us, a
psychotherapist. -It is
quite common in teaching
settings and it is also used
in family therapy to show
families interactions they
are not aware of," she
said.
Individuals who own a
videocassette recorder
and a home,video camera
could do their own taping.
However, pointed out Ms.
Van, "it's an investment
of several thousand
dollars for the equipment, and they won't get
professional quality
reproduction."
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ON THE*
pots, pans and kettles and
bring them together on
one small kitchen table,
which has a dishpan on
one end and a wooden
water bucket atthe back,
with a scarcity of
everything to facilitate
the progress of the work,
we have a condition quite
different from that
wherein there is a roomy
sink with a table on each
side of it and plenty of hot
and cold water above. An
architect may plan a kitchen so that all of these
conveniences are- possible. He also may plan it
so they are impossible."
And how about this?.
"At the present time,
the natural and affected
requirements of
housekeeping make the
life of many a woman one.
of the extremest
drudgery and hardship.
}ter condition is almost
that of a slave; and this at
a time when she is surrounded by many of the
elements of a higher
civilization."
Vestibulds have returned to popularity in this

j. Here's

On houses in general:
"It costs no more to
have a house beautiful
than to have it ugly.
Beauty, like convenience,
is largely a matter of
thoughtfulness and
education. The only excuse for ugliness in house
building is ignorance.
The student of architecture has had a great deal
done for him. And,in considering that which has to
do with appearance, he
has only to accept the advantages of the best architectural schools and
offices. Without these, he
cannot hope to succeed."

the Answer

available in cartridge
_ By ANDY LANG_
form and may be applied
AP Newsfeatures
- Q. — How does one go with a standard caulking
about making plain gun. Clean away all loose
woo-den frames for pic- cement particles and
tures? Is it difficult to get debris, using a wire or
the gilt finish profes- stiff bristle brush.
Remove all loose consionals use?
A. — Besides the crete chunks. Squeeze the
wooden sides for the repair material into the
frame, a variety of which opening and press firmly
lumber yard or homesupply center, a miter
box and a backsaw are
necessary. The wooden
sides, by the way,
generally are mouldings.
Practice with scrap wood
until you get the hang of
cutting corner joints with
the help of the miter box
and the backsaw. You
can get a gilded or gold
effect with what is called
gold bronze, which can be
bought readymixed or in
powdered form. The raw
wood must be sanded,
coated with diluted
shellac and then bronzed.
For a more antique appearance, follow with a
burnt umber glaze. Gold
leafing a picture frame is
a more involved process.
Your best bet is to buy
one of the paperback insrruction booklets or
books in a store that deals
in artists' materials.
—
Q. I want to paint our
gawe floor. Following
some advice, I did get the
oil and grease stains off
the concrete, but there
still are three large
cracks I want to repair.
Any advice?
Use a readyA.
mixed concr.ete and mortar &z1,:iir that is

In Plan No. 1, the first
of 50 houses discussed in
the book, there are four
rooms on the first floor
and four on the second.
How much did it cost to
have it built? How about
$1,700? No, that's not the
architect's fee. That the
cost of construction, including labor and
materials.
Gibson talks about the
habit people have of asking an architect to draw
up plans and then, half a
dozen or more times
before the plans are
ready, of requesting certain changes. Today's architects know all about
that. They also know that,
as the author says, the
client is then shocked
when he finds out how his
changes have caused the
price to go up drastically.
"In the end," Gibson
says, "there must be a
compromise. Both parties yield and, as a result,
a satisfactory house is
built."
Getting back to that
cost of $1,700 for an eightroom house: it was possible because, as Gibson
points out, bricklayers
and masons were getting
35 to 45 cents an hour;
carpenters 20 to 30 cents
an hour; painters 20 to 30

energy-conscious age.
Here is what Gibson said
about them nearly a century ago:
"In the house plans that
are given in this book,
various arrangements of
vestibules are shown. In a
few instances, direct entrances into the hall or
reception room are indicated, but such an entrance is not as desirable
as where there is a
-vestibule."

ting trowel or any similar
tool. Smooth and don't
use for at least eight
hours and preferably
more. However, if the
cracks are in a place
where the patches won't
be run over with the auto
or walked on, the garage
can be used almost immediately.
--Q. — I would appreciate it if you could
tell me whether there is
any kind of cleaner on the
market that could be used
to wash or scrub down the
aluminum siding on my
house. The house is only
seven years old and I
don't want to paint
because then I will have
to paint again every few
years.
A. — When exposed
aluminum surfaces need
cleaning, anything from
plain water to abrasives
can be used, with many
products in between. The
trick is to use the mildest
method that will do the
job. Abrasives
sometimes alter the
finish. To minimize- -a•change in the metal,
always rub in the three--tin of the grain: Special
care must be exercised in
the case of matte-finished

cents, and "plumber and
helper"50 cents an hour.
--(Do you, fix things
around the house? You
can get a copy of Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," by
sending $1.50 to this
paper at Box 5, Teaneck,
NJ 07666.1
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Burns wood or
coal efficiently.

Better see the new —.wry
rehable —A B Ock 990
plan paper copier
The 900 has au ct the Veep
wanted" features of ma chmes coshng 50% more
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to make ll• k 17'' copes
copy both svies and uSe
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Larger heating
capacity saves
you money.
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Call us today
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representing

efficiency — zero heat loss • Wall thermostat Controls draft
and blower — for more even
with fiberglass insuiation and
heat distribution and comfort
galvanized. painted weather
control.
cover
• Compact. yet works like a
Extra capacity 1460 CFM
giant Efficient for all types of
blower with unique baffle
homes, mobile homes, shops
system for 80.CW-140.000 B111
and hog & calf barns
outPut
We can refer you to many satisfied customers
who are already saving with the Sure-Flame
Furnace.
High

Quality
Service
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OZARK LOG HOMES
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Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!
Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —
4% interest paid monthly
1
1. 5/
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
It's that simple and that good!

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!

• 2piecesof fish fillet
• crisp french fries
Coleslaw
creamy
style
hush puppies
2Southern

,
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Captain D's.
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COPY AVAILABLE'

KEEP ALL DIRT
ASHES AND SMOKE
OUTSIDE!
-SURE— FAME

For all your Travel Reservations Coll
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A SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM IS PROVIDED with this
contemporary ranch home. Other features include glass
doors to the rear of the dining room which allow a view
through the house and lead to a rear deck. Adjacent to the
dining area is a conversation pit with a fireplace, a bar and
built-in seats. Plan HA1139A has 1,351 square feet. For
more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Jerold L. Axelrod, 275
Broadhollow Road, Melville, N.Y. 11746.
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aluminum,since it has no
grain. Use a bristle brush
with all cleaners on patterned surfaces. Try the
mildest treatment on a
small area. If.thiS'itirt.,:3
not produce satisfactory
results, try the next
method, and go as far
down the list as required.

f 1
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Whenever I feel
nostalgic (remembering
how_good some things used to be) or grateful
(remembering how bad
some things used to be), I
pick up and glance
through a book called
"Convenient Houses,"
written by architect
Louis H.Gibson.
It was written in 1889.
Lest you be misled by the
first paragraph, that was
before my time. But some
of the references about
houses have enough of an
air of familiarity to stir
up memories of when
things were, to say the
very least, different from
now. And, in a few cases,
very much the same.
Right at the start of the
book, there is this interesting comment:
"Washing dishes is
disagreeable work, but
the architect can do his
part toward making it
easier. If we take a conglomerate mass of china,
knives, forks and spoons,

a.
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At the movies

Lady wrestlers brightest part of movie
By Kent Forrester
The best thing about All
the Marbles, a movie
about female tag-team
wrestlers, is the actresses who play the
wrestlers. It's as rare to
find actresses who can
play professional athletes
as it is to find athletes
who can act. i Remember
the problems of Mark
Spitz). Vicki Frederick
and Laurene Landen,
who play a down-and-out
tag-team called the
California Dolls, can act
and bounce around the
ring with the best of
them.
Though I haven't been
following professional
wrestling lately, there
was a time, in the early
days of TV, when I followed it with the same enthusiasm with which I
followed the fortunes of
Bob Steel and Hoot Gibson. I remember
Gorgeous George ( him
with the long blond hair
and golden hairpins ), the
Swedish Angel ("the
ugliest man alive"), the
Black Panther ( with the

•

steel plate in his head, the
better to butt you with,
my dear), the Gerabaldi
Brothers, and Argentina
Rocca. As I say, I haven't
followed wrestling much
lately, but I know a good
flying scissors when I see
one; and these girls can
do a mean flying scissors.
And alley oops, and
dropkicks, and leaps, and
gouges. I haven't seen
such rope bouncing since
Argentina Rocca beat up
on Country Boy Calhoun.
The plot isn't bad
either. Pure Rocky, as
you might imagine. The
California Dolls, managed by Peter Falk who
does a good job), are
wrestling in the run-dawn
arenas and fairs of the
Northeast when they get
a-shot at the championship against a dirty tag
team called the Tigers.
As you might expect, at
least half the movie consists of four buxom girls
in bathing suits throwing
one another around a
wrestling ring. But I
wouldn't want this to be
your only reason for g0-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER 4I
ACROSS
67 Choose
1 Sink in
DOWN
1 Agile
middle
4 Sun god
2 Region
6 Giver of gifts 3 Proceed
11 Urge onward 4 Repulse
13 Peaceful
5 Set itraight
15 Scale note
6 Disproof* Heroic
mono
7 Either. poems
18 Jacob's
8 Want
9 Beginning
brother
19 Sweet potato 10 Inlet
21 Biblical name 12 Hebrew
22 Charles letter
14 Cuprum
Gaulle
23 Asserts
symbol
26 Much-used 17 Gear teeth
article
20 Insane
29 Mine vein
24 Grant use
31 Break
25 Capuchin
suddenly
monkey
33 Teutonic
27 At this place
deity
28 Love god
3461 green
" 29 Run easily
35 Short sleep 30 Norse god
38 Sesame
32 Walk wearily
39 Artificial language
40 Greek letter
11
41 Watch face
43 Poems
45 Goal
47 Terrible
event
50 And: Lat.
52 Dye plant
53 Sixth sense.
for short
56 Turkish
regiment
58 Danger
60 Suit -a T
61 Moon
goddess
63 Platforms
65 Taient, for
one
66 Abbr. on a

Answer to Mooday's Puzzle

LIC DO DUOLIC
MECO CCOODU
0 MUCCOCO UD
00 0000 ODD
COCC UOCU DUD
0000 OUCC CC
CHOU 0000
GIO CC= DUBUC
MCC UMW OCCE1
CHO CUM DC
CIOUCOOLI 0
MONO LIDDED
OCCOD MC CU

ing to see All The
Marbles. If it is, you're
going to be shamed by the
words of a seedy promoter in the movie. To
get the California Dolls
better purses and matches, Falk describes, in
glowing terms, his girls'
grace and athletic prowess. The seedy promoter, however, argues
that his audiences don't
give a darn about grace;
they but their tickets to
see moving chests and
derrieres. He puts it
more coarsely.)
Though All theMarbles
is well made and general-

Calloway County Courthouse earlier in the, day.
According to what I
heard at the trial, an
altercation had escalated
into a fistfight between
two young men. After only a few seconds and a
few punches, one of the
young men walked away
with a lacerated cheek
and a black eye almost
swollen shut, while the
other had some teeth
knocked out. That's what
happens in real fights.
All the Marbles
pretends - even as real
professional wrestlers do
- that what is happening

First semester honor
roll for Calloway County
Higb School has been
released by Jerry Aintey,_
principal, as follows:
9th grade
Greg Boren, Tina Boyd,
Amy Bryan, Shaun Bucy,
Janet Coleman, Sherrie
Coles, Daina Crick, Edward Crutchfield, Jon
Driver,Emily Dunn,
Kim Garland, Jeanette
Geurin, Donald Grace,
Mikal Grimes*, Dawn
Hate, Joanna Herndon*,
Melissa Herndon, Jana
Hopkins, Christina
Howell, Molly Imes*,
Kelly Jameson, John
Kelso, Darren Lamb,
David Lamb, Jody
Lambert, Tim Lewis,
Tony Lovett, Michelle
Marine; Ashley Miller,
Andrea Nesbitt,
Wendy Osmus, Michael

Parks, Carrie Paschall,
Keni Pearson, Jill Riley,
Eric Roberts, Ron
Rogers, Wade Rogers.
Jeanne Rule, Daniele
Shipley,
Brad Skinner, Rodney
Tuckers, Roger Tucker,
Dale Vought, Mark
Waldrop, Stephanie
Welch, Debbie Wyatt,
Lori Yarborough, Rhonda York.
10th grade
Cindy Anderson, Clinton Barrow, Lori
Burkeen, Bill Chaney,
Lisa Chaney', Jill
Childress, Jeff Dowdy,
Richard Dowdy, Micah
Edwards', Shannon
Ford, David Grady,
Annie Hansen, Mike
Harlan, Jay Herndon`,
Steve Holland, Kevin
Lamb, Allen McClard,
Tony Melton', Vonda

Murdock, Lisa Myers*,
Teresa Parker, Tammy
Patrick,
Cindi Petrie', Jennifer
Rice', Melissa Richerson, Janee Sims, Daysha
Smith', Renee Taylor*,
Tim Williams, Jenny
Winchester, Lori Windsor, Chris Cooldridge.
11th grade
Vincent Alton, Carl
Anderson*, Brenda Armstrong, Tracy Beach,
Doug Brown, Donna
Coles, Anna Erwin', Kenneth Futrell,
Jeff Garrison, Raymond Grady, Leigh Harmon, Mark Hutson, Lisa
Maddox', Lori Malcolm,
Lisa McDonald, Shannon
McDougal,
Jill Mitchell, Bill Murray, Bill P'Pool, Teresa
Ragsdale, Julie
Rakestraw, Dale Torsak,

THE ACES'IRA

36 River island
others
37 Breastwork 51 Cravats
12 Path
54 Walk
-common sense in an
44 Change the 55 Station
uncommàL degree is what
color ,
.56- a rule
me world Ils wisdom.- 46 Transactions 57 Meadow
48 Encircles
59 Chinese mile Samuel T. fYnleridge. 49 Inventor
62 Compass •
When
declarer
Howe and
64 - be it!
maneuvered to bring in
today's tricky slam, the
kibitzers suspected_ mirrors.
Actually. nothing more than
good common sense was
involved since declarer had
listened to the bidding.
Study dummy and the
opening lead to _see if you
can see the way to avoid a
losing diamond finesse and
the ace of clubs. Many
would see no hope and the
slam- would fail when the
diamond finesse loses.
Fred Hamilton of Las
Vegas played the slam
smoothly. He ruffed the
opening heart lead with

Rick Wagoner, Shelly
Wilkins.
12th grade
Carla Barnett, Dotty
Bell, Michael Bell, Randy
Bennett, Jenise Boyd,
Trisha Clark', Rolan
Conoley, Mike Cornett,
Robert Crick, Kelly
Crouse, Jill Darnell,
Teresa Dick, Patty
Doyle, Cheisti Hale, Cindi
Haws, Julie Garguss,
Trudy Griggs, Todd Harrison, Kevin Hopkins,
Bob Houghton, Julie
Miller, Danetta Morris,
Gary Murdock, Phil
Orr, Lisa Oswalt',
Ladona Overbey, Darrell
Overby', Lisa Phillips,
Teresa Roberts, Jeanetta
Smith, Gene West,
Monika West, Joey
Zinkovich.
'denotes all A's.

G. C9RN,

NORTH
2-9-A
•A Q J 5
V-to his own seven to lead a
•QJ 9 8 3
low 'club towards dummy.
•Q 7 52
West was forced to duck
EAST
WEST
play of the ace would pro- •4
462
vide for a diamond discard)•Q.110973
If 8 6 5 2
•1042
and dummy's queen won, •K 5
986 3
The trump queen was led to t* A J 10
declarers king and the two
SOUTH
•K 109 .7 3
high hearts were cashed.
A K4
dummy discarding two
•A 6
clubs.
•K 4
With only one club left in
dummy and in declarer's
Vulnerable: North-South
hand, the club king was led Dealer: West. The bidding:
and West was stuck. He was
forced to win his ace but he West North East South
Pass 2,
IV
Dbl
had no safe lead. A heart Pass
3*
Pass 3.
lead would provide a ruff Pass
Pass 4 NT
44
-and discard while a dia- Pass
Pass 64"
5*
Pass Pass
mond lead would provide a Pass
I ree finesse.
Opening lead: Heart queen
A well played hand. It
dummy's ' jack of trumps
and-led dummy's trump five

pays-to time the play so as
to force the defense to do
something for you that. you
cannot do.
Bid with Cora
South holds:

North
I NT

ANSWER: Three spades.
Not forcing and inviting
North to game with more
than a minimum response.
Seed bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12343, Dallas. Texas 75225,
with sell-a4dressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

I ON T KNOW
MAYBE I'M JUST
GETTING BORED'

I WAS WRONG...

SOMETIMES. I THINK
I'VE SEEN tVER‘iTHING

THAT'S THE FIRST
TIME I'VE EVER SEEN
A BUSH PILOT

HEALTH
Perspective on jogging
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

k4%•
1,1

YOU BIG
TIGHTWAD---

YOU DON'T PAY

ANYTHING

INTEREST
ON YOUR
SAVINGS

•

o

LOOKS LIKE
A NICE PAY
OUT

o 0

LOOKS LIKE
A 'NICE DAY
OUT, 5IR

ISN'T IT A EtIT SILLY SIR,
TO INSERT -sipt" INT0 EACH
AND EVERY SENTENCE, SIR?
1-10w MANY'sow ARE RR:Dili:ZED,
SIR,TO SATISFY THE coPeoSIR,
wi4 icw I BELIEVE,SIR, 15, SIR,
OL1TmODED 511t, AND,SIR...

2
JUST
BITS
AND
PIECES.
I'D LIKE
TO HEAR
MORE.

REX
DIDN'T
DIVE
OUT

Qf
HERE

JUST TO

MEET
YOU .

91k
•
442
/,,,

WEX
BAD
BOY.
RUN
AWAY

DID SO.
BAD REX.

NIVA,
BALDY

DEAR DR. LAMB - My
husband is a health nut. He
is- 45 and trirn He is careful
about what he eats and
ckiesn't smoke or drink,
which I like. But he tends to
overdo everything. Part of
his health kick is to jog. He
jogs a lot and never misses
jogging at least a couple of
miles every day, sometimes
many more.
He says the jogging will
prevent heart attacks and
help him stay young longer.
I say you can overdo it. I
read several months ago
about a heart surgeon who
was a runner and finally
dropped dead while running.
That frightens me as I can
see Bob out there running
and having a sullen attack.
This is not the first time I
have read about someone
dropping dead
while
running. If this can happen
to a famous heart surgeon
what are the chances of it
happening to my husband?
What about all those other
joggers? How can anyone
say it helps prevent heart
attacks when things like this
happen?
DEAR READER - You
may be referring to Dr.
Richard Lillehei, a famous
heart surgeon from Minneapolis. I do not know the
particulars of his death but
he did die while running and
he had been a runner for
several years, even competing in the Boston Marathon.
It certainly proves again
that just because you are a
runner doesn't mean you can
be absolutely sure you won't
have a heart attack.
But don't lose sight of the
fact that many people who
die early in life might have
died even earlier if they had
not been on a health
program. If you would have
had a fatal attack at 38 and
it didn't happen until age 52
that is a worthwhile achievement. Also, many people die
of heart attacks while
asleep That doesn't mean

Come to Gene & Jo's for
your Aloe Vera liquid.
Quart $9. gallpn $27.
Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete fine
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement, plc
ture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
Custom make gun
cabinets
Show • cases
and display cases. Also
install auto glass. window glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows, storm doors
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798.
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited ,.
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

i Lost and Found
Three Month old Irish
Setter pup lost Sun.
morning. Vicinity of
Chestnut and 8th. Has
white patch on chest
and one white rear foot.
Reward. 753-8512.

3. Card of Thanks
Thanks In sympathy of
the death of my daughter, Georgie Sarkision. I
want to thank the Senior
Class of Kirksey Baptist
Church and all my
friends and relatives. A
friend in need is a friend
indeed. I love you all.
God bless. Mary Gunton
Pierce.

Eets

et

Physical"
With the tempest
Aerobic Class in town.
Registration and intro
session Tuesday, Fah.
1 4-7 p.m. Late
registration Thurs.
Feb. 1,?
Tv:-r7ap.
y m.
Health Spa
214 N. 15th St.
Fitness Instructors
Alice Craig
Lou Tod NMI
mill

Summer Employment
Super attractive female
first mate for my 40f1
party boat. I entertain
business clients, April
through September_
require a beautiful
swimsuit attired lady to
serve refreshments. It
you like the sun boats
and water. with short
hours and good pay
write PO Box 416
Ky. 42001 for
Paducah
a personal interview.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
money plue-cash
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regard
less of experience, write
H. H. Sears. Pres. Box
Tx.
711
Ft. Worth.
76101.
Telephone Surv.ey
workers needed part
time to update Murray
City directory. Work at
home. Send replies
including name.
ad
dress, and phone num
ber in your own hand
writing to Mrs. Hilda
Lavender 505 Olive St.
Murray. K y. 42071.

I

Legal Secretary. Para
legal preferred. Typing
and shorthand required,
full time. Action Per
sonnel 753-6532 or 753
0418.

HELP WANTED
LECO Inc.
Needs an engineering
aid to do calcoletions,
estimating correspondence for
Systems Division.
Background in math,
bluiprint rearms sad
report writing
desirable. Proficiency
with word processor
and file maintenance
essential. Experience
needed in all areal.
Excellent Wire for
well gasified person.
Remus only to
Loco Inc.
P.O. Box 7508
Paducah, Ky. 42001

6. Help Wanted

2-9-B

•K10 9873
•A K 4
*A6
•K 4
South
146

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

in the ring should be
taken seriously. That, of
course, is nonsense.
However, that pretense
isn't as troublesome as
you might think. Vicki
Frederick and Laurene
Landon do such a good
job - they are graceful,
athletic, and acrobatic of imitating an imitation
that the wrestling sequences are fun to watch.
The movie is rated R
due to a few cuss words,
one suggestive bedroom
scene, and lots of upper
female nudity, particularly in a mudwrestling episode.

Calloway High honor roll released
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ly fun to watch, it does
have a curious problem.
As I mentioned, though
the two actresses do firstrate jobs of portraying
professional wrestlers,
what they imitate is, of
course, an imitation of
real wrestling. ( It's the
only "fictional" event I
can think of that
pretends, on and off
"stage," that what is happening is non-fictional.)
The artificiality of the
professional wrestling, in
I he m-ovie was
underscored for me
because I had attended
an assault trial at the

sleeping is dangerous and
you should not sleep.
Exercise can decrease
your risk of having a heart
attack if used sensibly, not
trying to overdo it or do too
much at ine time. It can
lower bli
pressure and
cholesterol by helping-a person control body fat and that
is very helpful.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 13-4,
A Perspective on Jogging
Deaths, to help you. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB Could you please send me a
list of foods that contain little water so I won't have to
urinate so frequently? I've
already got a clean bill of
health from my urologist.
An acquaintance told me
that there are certain foods
that helped her but she has
moved.
DEAR READER - Most
important foods contain lots
of water. The water content
is the most important factor
in determining how' many
calories an ounce of food
contains. Lean meat is more
than 70 percent water. Milk
is 87 to 90 percent water.
Fresh fruit and vegetables
have as much as 80 percent
water. Refined sugar, flour
and fats contain the least
water and are the least
desirable foods for a good,
well-balanced diet.
Of course as carbohydrates, proteins and fat are
metabolized completely for
energy they yield energy,
carbon dioxide and water.
That is also true of dry
sugar
Obviously fluid intake will
increase urinary output, but
that is good in most cases.
Failure to pass urine often
enough can lead to bladder
infection.s and other problenis

$241.20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paycheeks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No experience necessary.
National company. De
tails and application
mailed. Send your name
and address to: Bond
Industries. Hiring Dept.
77. Kendalia. Tx. 78027.
Credit Thrift now ac
cepting applications for
assistant financial re
presentative. Apply in
person at Credit Thrift.
Suite 2 Bel-Air Center
Murray. Ky.
Lady needing home
care for invalid. Room
board pay. 759-1661.
Permament position for
an experienced seamstress 3 to 5 days a
week. Send resume
listing experience and
references to PO Box
10400 AA-array
Ky.
42071.
Permanent part-time
employee must .be resident of Hazel.
Ky.`
Apply City Hall of
Hazel
Ky. 9a.m.p
.
m
.
Feb. 1013.

9. Situation Wanted
House cleaning every
other week. Have refegences. 759-1255. 753
2377.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town
759-1692.
bahysit in -my
home.'Live in town. Call
753-7770.
Will clean houses. Call
489-2855.
Would like to haul odds
and ends for people. $10.
per truck load. 753-8547
753-8694
after 5p.m.
days.

10. Business Opportunity
550 000 to $80 000 per
year. Are you bored
with your job. tired of
working for the offer
man? National Company based in
Lexington. Ky. is look
ing- for 4 'distributors
10 county area. Call
606-231-7886 collect.
Small business for sale.
Local business over 5
years old. Gross over
$125. 000 last year. Good
opportunity. 753-0180 .or
753-2798.

-

LEARN
All about Aloevera at Gene and Jo's
Flowers.
705 S. 4th Street
Bring a friend and register for free
prize. 7:00 p.m. Thursday 11

door

Feb. 1982.
Name
Address
Phone

$ 1 0 0 0
Reward
Information on person or
persons involved in
shooting death of two
Cocker Spaniels in Sherwood Forest. All information kept confidential.

Call 753-7479
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25. Business Servkes

Pool table un. slate.
Stapleton preferred.
Regulation size. Call
753 1279.
Want to buy raw furs.
Raccoon,
mink,
muskrat red and gray
fox, opossum beaver.
and coyote. Call 618 312
6316.
We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748,
235-5648
Cadiz
Ky.

HODGES TAX SER
VICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Murray, Ky. Call 759
1425

15. Articlesfor Sale
Metal desk 30x60 like
new. Less than 1 year
old. $125. 753-1321 after
4:30p.m. 753-5743.
New Sharp, carosel
micro-wave oven4and
cart. $325. Will con der
trading for old pickup.
Call 753-0398 after Ip.m.
Parts from 1973 Monte
Carlo. Complete front
cap $175.
both doors
$75.
350 turbo trans
mission $125. rear glass
$25. steering brakes,
front hubs, rear end
heater
air conditioner
and interior parts. 3957569 after 4p.m.

26. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" col
or, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575

One or 2 bedroom low Four year old male
utilities. $165. month. Pointer bird dog. 419
Call 759 9303 anytime.
2643
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No 41. Public Sale
pets. $210. month. $200.
&
deposit. LeaSe required: BOGARD REALTY
DOVER
AUCTION.
5p.m.
after
Call
TN. We buy liquidation
753-6699.
inventories of
Two bedroom un- businsses farm equipfurnished duplex apar- ment. Note We will self
tment 1631 Farmer
at auction for you. Call
Available Feb. IS.
615-232-5150.
private drive and carport. $150. per month.
References and deposit
required. No pets. Call
492 817/.

33. Roomsfor Rent

753-12 2

A Murray business man
would like to rent a nice
3 bedroom house.
1968 Baron. Un
furnished. $2500. 174- Prefer in town. Call
759-4676.
88311.
1969 house trailer. Call Family wants 3 bedroom house plus den or
after 4p.m. 753-6087.
gas
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2 4 bedroom house
2 baths, fur- heat preferred. Central
bedroom
nished. Call 753-4683 or air fenced yard. quiet
neighborhood. • At least
753-1336 after 5p.m.
1500sq. ft. yearly lease
1980 14x60. 2 bedroom
Call 1-502-8862388 or
uncentral electric,
759-9453. Excellent
furnished. $500. down references.
assume payments of
$175. month. Call 753- Four bedroom brick
3321 after 5p.m. house has 2 baths. Call
16. Home Furnishings
753-3249
753-1893 days.
759-1543.
nights.
30m. Gas range. Call Moving-Must self.
. 2
after 6p.m. 489-2282.
2
1
1 /
bedroom. 2 bath, gas Nice 3 bedroom
mobile home. Under bath, convenient locapinned, anchored down tion. $300. month, $300.
19. Farm Equipment
and furnished. $4500. deposit. Call 435-4559
after 5p.m.
1962 Ford 2 ton dump 753-6360.
Nice
clean well truck. 1963 Ford 2 ton
M International 28. Mobile Home Rentals
insulated 5 room house.
flat
Electric heat, city wa
tractor. 753-6186.
12x60 with 2 pull outs on
20ft. Neckover trailer living room and bay ter, cook stove. utiliwith loading ramp, 1250 windows. New furniture t
bath. 4 miles out on
gal. plastic water tank. and carpet.
central
Phonemate answering heat. Shady Oaks. 753- Federal Hwy. Couple,
No.. pets. Deposit and
machine. Call 753-1725 5209.
references required.
or 759-4926.
Desirable 2 bedroom $140. 753-5593.
mobile home. Small
1
Three bedroom.
court.
single $85.
brick home
bath,
couple $95. 753-8216
22. Musical
located on apafter 5p.m.
2 acres
1
proximately 1 /
CAR STEREO Pioneer.
bedroom
furSmall
2
on 6415. $325. with lease
Marantz,
Kenwood.
mobile
home.
nished
and deposit required.
Mitsubishi. Sanyo. ProCall Century 21 Loretta
fessional intallation. Call 753-4808.
Sunset Boulevard Music Two bedroom trailer Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Dixieland Center near Murray. No pets. Three bedroom in Alm°
Nice. Call 489-2611.
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
$275. per
o
Heights.
,
. 753-8411.
PIANO IN STORAGE Two bedroom. $160. per
Beautiful spinet-console month. Brandi's Trailer Three bedroom near
stored locally. Reported Court. 753-8411.
reKenlake. Stove,
like new. Responsible Two bedroom trailer. frigerator,
and water
party can take at big 753-3096.
furnished. $195.
saving on low payment
442-3877
balance. Write Joplin
Joplin
Piano
Inc.
FOR RENT
Missouri 61801. Include
HOUSES
home phone number.
01...2 BR furnished, central
FOR RENT

WANTED

27. Mobile Home Sales

'beat, very nice Close to
town on private lot.
12 Riveria Cts extra nice 2
--BR furnished, Water and
..._.Trash Pickup furnished.

Responsible party to
take op payments on
like new piano.

CLAYTONS
- 753-757_5

MANAGEMENT
Do you manage your rental
property or does it manAGE
YOU' We will manage your rental property for you

Coleman
Real Estute

23. Exterminating

•

pportunity

200 Amp code trailer
pole. Good shape. $160.
Clint Colson 489-2888.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS
bookcases
etc.
music centers.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Air compresSors for
sale. Dill Electric.
•
Firewood for sale. 4892615. 753-3523.
Firewood for sale.
Seasoned oak and
hickory 20 to 24 inches.
$29. a rick delivered.
436-2778.
Firewood delivered $25.
a rick. 437-4547.

INCOME TAX
SERVICE
753-7908
after S p.m. Allisoiloy
thresigh friday or any time
Sotorsloy or Senility.

Kero-Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $117.99,
Moonlighter $154.99
Radiant 8 $162.99
Radiant 10 $209.99
Radiant 36 $212.99.
Omni. IS $218.99. Omni
105 $247.99. The Director $254.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18''-21''
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753 8536.
Slabs and sawdust will
deliver. Shomaker
Lumber. Co. 901 352 5777
days, 901 352 3632
nights.
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'4 Bedroom country home
one mile south of town,
large let with garden, $300
per smooth; loose with instion to purchase possible to
000lified buyer

_

Attractive 2 bedroom
duplex with fireplace
and carpet. stove and
refrigerator in Panorama Shores. 434-2755.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
cruPlex. 1001 Northwood
Dr. No pets. 753-0814.
Five room furnished
upstairs apartment
near downtown.
Utilities included. Call
753-4645 after 12:00
noon.
Furnished efficiency
apartment near un
!versify. Wall to wall
air condition.
carpet,
$75. deposit, $100 per
month. Call 759-4538.
Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town. Farm
work agreement
available for right
couple. Call 753-8848.
Duplex apartment for
rent. Phone 759-1501.
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent
Embassey Apartments
753-3530. 753-4331.
One bedroom kitchen
furnished
living room
$150. month. 753-9251
after 5p.m. 753-5414.
One bedroom apart
ment in lake front
fur
house. Kitchen.
fished, fireplace insert.
References and deposit
required. Call 436-2484
or 753-7272.
One bedroom unfurnished or -furnished.
Located near hospital.
/59 /756:
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Water furnished. Near university
and shopping center.
753 3949

Mini •
. Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

*Dopler
carpet

*3 bedroom home north of
town near Also, Rent $150
per month.

32. Apts. For Rent

24. Miscellaneous
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34. Houses for Rent
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'Older 3 bedroom home in
lobe area, clio'c
1".00d, wood
0
4
.
.eble for hardy
hest,
outdoor types, $75.00 per
month.
•'Deposit end references
required.
CALL SI#AMN liEALTT
ASSOCIATES FOR ALL TOUR
UAL STATE NUN
753-7724

Would like to rent or
lease dark fired tobacco
base without a barn.
489-2697.
Wanted: Burley
tobacco poundage for
1982 crop. Kim Wallis
489-2462. - Wanted: Row crop fend.
If you plan to rent or
lease contact me for
your best agreement.
Kim Wallis 489-2462.

FOR RENT
OR LEASE

Mee Space. Approx.
600 sq. ft. utilities
furnished.

Call 753-0511
•

37. Livestock-Supplies

College student needs
pasture space for horse
Call 753-3010.
Hay for sale. Round or
square bales. Check our
prices. Phone 759-1330
or 753-2817.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer pups
Call 759 1995

$100

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St. kAassatranCausesetrCastor)

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30100 - 753-3685

All the warmth and
charm will unfold
before you when
you enter this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, located on a
large tree shaded
lot. Living room,
formal dining
room, kitchen, den,
2-fireplaces and
study complete the
four different
levels. The new
decor is something
to see. Call Kopperud Realty today
- 753-1222.
PERFECT
FIRST HOME
Recently remodeled and redecorated.
This 2 bedroom
home has an elec-•
ic floor furnace
for winter and a
nice woden deck for
summertime enjoyment. Priced in the
$20's. Contact Kopperud realty, 7531222, for full details
on this charming
oMe.

Hafl

OLD MAN
WINTER
Won't give you the
blues in this bright
and cheery home.
Private wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with concrete:and- _brick
patio and gas grill.
Gas lots in fireplace
provide comfort,
economy, and convenience. Phone today for all the
detaila on this quality home in a quiet
residential
neighborhood. Priced in the $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, your Homes
For Living Realty
In Murray.
42 ACRES
FOR
Beautifully., wooded
acreage near Kentucky Lake. Price
jut lowered $6,000 to
$21,500. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details on this solid
investment.

SALE

36. For Rent or Lease

I

HOUSE
BEAUTIFUL

43. Real Estate

FINANCIAL L1FE
SAVER. This beautiful For sale ail acres with
barns. Call 753 6136.
spacious four bedroom
two bath home can be Forty seven acres on
purchased with or Hwy 94 West. Call
without adjacent lot; 759 1987.
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will 45. Farms for Sale
FINANCE IT FOR YOU Farm for sale. 92
acres
at a fantastic rate. 35 tillable
burley base.
Special features: be- 2 miles west of
Brewers.
autiful creek and Must sell immediately.
wooded view from re- 149 000 or best offer.
enormous 376-5428.
dwood deck
family room with
fireplace, two car gar- Get ready for spring
age and much more at with the purchase of
this 27 acre farm in the
an unbelievable For more information Pottertown area.
call SPANN REALTY Nearly new large
tobacco barn well, and
ASSOC. now at 753.7724.
nearly three acres of
Laid off and need a job? tobacco base. Beautiful
Don't know how to building spot for that
make ends meet?-See -us home you've always
about the commercial dreamed of. $35. 000
some equip- Roberts Realty 753 1651.
building.
ment and living quarters that we now have
listed. Has all the 46. Homes for Sale
potential for a grocery
.3 bedroom brick house.
restaurant, service sta- Carpet throughout,
2
tion, or mobile home baths,
large living
parking. Priced at $39
room and den. 2 car
500. with terms ar- garage with large stor
ranged to suit you! age room. Call 489-21/5
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
or 753-2493.
A very nice house near
Pardon, L Thurman
university. Lots of
Insurance 8,
carpet
closet space
Real Estate
throughout large living
dining room
room,
Southside Court Sq.
utility room
kitchen.
Murray, Kentucky
and bath. Closed in
753-4451
patio in the
garage
back with er without
furniture. Price is right.
Sheet
Must sell. Give us a call
759-4702.
Realty
Brick duplex near un
iversity. One-third
Office coast to Coast
balance $533.22
down.
Buyers from Everywhere
month. No closing cost.
Service Slice 1900
759-1074 753-2649.
1112 Coldwater Rood
Excellent investment
---Murray,[sated, 42071
1 block unproperty
(S02)7534116
iversity. Electric heat.
Anytime
super insulated. 753JOE L. SERMON
5791. 759-1074 753-2649.
Broker
OLIVE BLVD home for
Licensed & loaded
sale by owner. 4 bedroom, 2 baths. rental
apartment over garage.
---WORLD
----"OLD
-Appointment please. No
CHARMER"
brokers. 753-9211.
Separate children's
Three bedroom brick
bedroom area with
house on 1 acre. New
Kirksey 489-2643.
hideaway master

suite with private
bath. 20 foot family
room with crackling fireplace and
exterior entrances.
This is truly a
sumbtuous four
bedroom home
designed for active
living. Owner says
-Choose your color
and design- of
carpet." Located in
private area but
very near country
club - 753-1492 for
your showing.
NEAT AND
NIFTY WITH
A PRICE
That's thrifty - That
is this 2'2 acre
mini-farm - Room
for your horses Wooded lot provides setting for
this three bedroom,
2 bath manufac/
11
tured home with
central heat and air
- Only $17,500 Owner says,"Sell".
Dial 753-1492 - We'll
help you with finak
cing.

EMMA 1111S, MAUL ®
1200 Sycarncee
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)7511492

NEW CAR
BUYERS!
Did you know you can
save money and get a much
better stereo from us than
you can buy in your new
automobile. Plus save up to
$200.00. Also have a
choice of Pioneer, Sanyo,
Sony and other brands of
your choice.
Shop and Compare
Before Buying!

310111:)___

41. Motorcycles

44. Lots* Sale

O.Used Cars'

1972 Royale Oldsmobile.
two. or best offer by

175 Can Am- Dirt Bike.
Only $695. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753.8078._
1980 Honda 110 A TC
with trailer and tie
downs. Phone 759-4515
5 9p.m. only. $1050.
See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175. 436-2418
anytime.

end of week. 753 6308.
1972 Volkswagon Super
Beetle. Good condition.
Call 753 3107.

SO. Used Trucks

1966 Chevrolet pickup.
4 ton, 6 cylinder, 4
3
/
mechanically
speed.
sound, body fair. 4892454 after 6p.m.
48. Auto Services
1980 Jeep Laredo. V 8.
miles.
Import Auto Salvage. 4-speed, 17. 00p
Minor damage on left
Repair that Opal
side. No parts needed.
Datsun.
Volkswagon
$5250. 382 2832 anytime.
Subaru, Fiat. Chevy
1980 Jeep Cu. 4 cylinLuv
Capri Toyota,
power
4 speed
Honda. All kinds of new der
and used parts. Call steering AM-FM rear
seat hard top. 19 000
474-2325
miles. $6500. 189-2689.
JEEPS, CARS
PICKUPS from $35.
Available at local Gov't
Auctions. For Directory
call 805-687-6000 Ext.
8155. Call refundable.
Hwy. 1 2 1 South
Murray, Ky.

KEY
AUTO PARTS

New and Used Auto
Ports, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,

82
Mc17-Da

Auto Accessories.

Trucks

753-5500

GAS • Long bed S
speed custom. Storting at

49. Used Cars
1966 Chevelle Super
Sport. Good condition.
Call 753-3107.
1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder 2
air condition.
door
759-4645.
1976 Pontiac Safaria
station wagon. A strong
full size wagon in good
condition. Call 753-8124.
.1978 Caprice Classic
Wa-gon. Immactf4ate
loaded
condition.
0
0, 0
4
4
miles, one owner. 7594795 or 759-1262.

47. Motorcycles
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt
Bike. Only $395. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753-8078.

1974 Fiat, 35 MPG,
excellent condition.
•••
1956 Chevrolet
pickup, excellent condition.
• •
1972 Ford Pickup,
LWB, good condition.

'5875
DIESEL - Long bed 5
speed custom. Storting at

$6750
Carroll VW

Audi-Mazda
53. Services Offered
ALCOA AL-UMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Grover.753 UZI
•

&aim Service Co.
algal= all nisi sills,
mita trio wk.
Ibttructs. Call Will El
153-00.

1979 Monte Carlo,
excellent condition.

$1 Sorvices Offered

Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 753
4545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
m des east on Hwy 94.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry.
plumbing
concrete,
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359 nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
for trate
ate
estimate.
If you have a lease title
to your property I can
help you have a home
built of your choice on
this property. More
than 20 models to
choose from. Up to 34.
years to pay at 10
percent annual percentage rate financing.
Call 436-5582 or write
Lynn Helm CR Box 120
Hamlin. Ky. 42046.
K & K STUMP REMOSFAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps?. We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
grounds leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping
ing, shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Proe3s8
7r55
una I tree care.
sio
Professional painting.
compaperhanging
residential
mercial,
farm
interior-exterior,
estimates.
buildings,
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Thirty one years experience. Carpenterremodeling
51d. ing,
2b2ui3
and repairing annex on
home and trailer. 436-Toll painting lessons.
Mornings,
evenings,
weekends. Degreedlicensed instructor. For
more information call
Kay at 753-0713.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 7535476.
Will sharpen hand saws.
chain saws and skill
saws. Ca It-753-4656.

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.
1978 Chevy Malibu. Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
4-door one owner 57.
excellent out how inexpensive it
000 miles
'condition. $3100. 753- can be done, with deep
steam 'cleaning. Call
Need Motorcycle
6915.
753-0015.
-Jeif Tires?
Mercury
1978 Cougar
11=F
54. For Trade
Formula high porfunmence X R-7. Fully loaded.
ROOFING
motorcycle tires sow $3650. Call 759-1465.
£5. Feed and Seed
1978 - Ford LTD H. Call
IVILT-UP 8 SHINGLES
oveilekle at bisseeitAiisil
489-23/8.
References. All work
Jap hay $2. a bale
Carroll Tire & Wheel
1980 Citation. Nice car.
guaranteed. Free
delivered or $1.75
Alignment
753-9400.
Estimates. Call 759pickup. Call 436-2172.
753-1489 For sale 1975 Corvette
1105 nee*
1859 or 753-6581.
Large round bale hay.
Call 753 8963
435-4464,

753-7113

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2. How can you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February ou will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone.

The Sale is open lo everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader adsor classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
vw No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.
•

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

S. What do you gain from this sale?

World of
Sound
222 So. 12th

753-5865

Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no wet' you can lose if you sell the item you advertise You save
money on your business advertising anal gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can UVe is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
•..
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Mrs. Miller
dies; rites
at Mayfield

I

Mrs. Miller's
rites today

Services for Mrs. Lois
were today at 11
Miller
e
.
a.m. In the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Gerald Baker officiated.
Pallbearers were Dan
Jordan, Jerry Lynn
Miller, Bob Waldrop,
Randy Moffitt, Gary
Miller, Randal Miller and
Ricky Shupe. Burial was
in the Beech Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Miller, 86, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Tr -City
' community, died Sunday
at Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was the
widow of George Miller.
Born Aug. 26, 1895, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Henry Dick and Lillie
Green Dick.
Survivors include four
daughters, Stella Dalton
and Ruth Johnson, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Bertie Cantrell, Athens, Tenn., and
Florence Weir,•Paducah;
a son,Elmer Cecil Miller,
Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Three sisters survive
who are Elsie Lents, Benton, Nell Smith, Murray,
and Lucille Smith,
Michigan. Two surviving
brothers are Leslie Dick
and Vernon Dick, Hardin.
Also surviving are 14
grandchildren, 16 greatgrandchildren and one
great-great-grandchild.

KSP makes
drug arrests
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky State
Police ended a fourmonth undercover narcotics investigation Monday, arresting three
Frankfort men who were
among those named in 16
warrants.
Trooper Glenn Walton
of the Frankfort post said
all the warrants involved
trafficking charges. They
were expected to result in
the arrests of 13 people,
most of them Franklin
County residents.
Those arrested on
felony warrants would be
held on $5,000 bond while
those charged with
misdemeanors would be
held on $3,000 bond,
Walton said.

Death ruled
a suicide
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The death of a 52year-old Lexington
woman has been tentatively ruled a suicide,
according to Fayette
County Coroner Chester
Hager.
Dolly Jones plunged
from a window of her
10th-floor apartment of
the Connie Griffith Manor
about 11:30 a.m., according to Lexington
police.
Jean Gray, who lives in
a building across the
street, said she thought a
bundle of clothing was being thrown from the window,"but it was her jum-

el.rti;:rs 9, 149/4

Two black inmates killed,two injured in prison
PETROS, Tenn. (AP)
— Seven white inmates at
Brushy Mountain
Penitentiary took four
guards hostage just long
enough to steal their keys
and shoot four black inmates in their cells, killing two of the prisoners
and injuring two others,
authorities said today.
The white prisoners
gave up and the guards
were released unharmed
in Monday night's incident, which lasted 40
minutes in a maximumsecurity celIblock of the
prison 40 miles northwest

of Knoxville,said Warden
Herman Davis.
Asked whether the attack was racially
motivated, Sgt. Kay
Bradshaw, a prison
spokeswoman, said, "We
don't know, but it looks
that way."
Davis said the inmates,
armed with a .25-caliber
automatic pistol, took the
guards hostage at 7:50
p.m. EST and notified
prison officials over a
radio.
He said he didn't know
how the inmates got out
of their cells, although

Services for Mrs. Cora
Miller were today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Reiman Wilson, Berlin
Woods, Billy Tidwell,
Carlos Black, Sr., Harry
Brown and James Brandon. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Miller, 86, 208
South 11th St., qied Sunday at 10:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The widow of
Horace Miller, she is survived by a son, R. C.
HOMESTEAD, Fla. mud and tall sawgrass of
Miller, two grandchildren
and five great- (AP) — The pilots of two the Everglades.
planes that slammed
George Harris of
grandchildren.
together over the swamps Miami, the pilot of the
of the Everglades Na- Cessna 182, and Frank
tional Forest, killing all Smykal of Florida City,
eight people aboard, were the pilot of the Piper
flying buddies who took Comanche, "would get
frequent air trips together a lot," said R.L.
together, a neighbor Munro, Harris' next door
says.
neighbor and friend of 12
Services for Kenneth
The victims, returning years. "They'd go off on
Neal will be Wednesday from a seafood festival in these weekend trips and
at I p.m. in the chapel of the southwest Florida take turns flying each
.1.ohnson-Lambert town of Everglades City, other, or they'd take difFuneral Home, Calvert weren't found until Mon- ferent planes."
City. The Rev. J. T. day, one day after
Police spokesman
Parish will officiate.
authorities said their Dave Graveline said the
Burial will follow in planes plunged into the planes "must have been
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Friends may call at Marcos not linked
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight.
Neal, 47, West Chester, to kidnapping, Manotoc
Pa.,died Saturday at 945
MANILA, Philippines
a.m. at Riddle Memorial (AP) — President Ferdi- maligned and that your
honor has been questionHospital there.
nand Marcos' unwanted ed," he said. "This I
He is survived by seven son-in-law, sportsman
daughters, Patricia Tommy Manotoc, said to- would want to rectify for
Bryan, Murray, Jean day he was held for 41 the sake of the country
Stevenson, Lillian Neal, days by Communist guer- and the Filipino people
Noreen Neal, Mary Neal, rillas. He said there was which you lead."
He declined to discuss
Kathleen Neal and Rita "no truth" to his family's
Neal, Calvert City; three suspicions that Marcos his marriage, saying,
"There are very few
sons, Kenneth Neal, Jr., was involved.
things left personal as far
and Kevin Neal, Calvert
"My spirits are high,
City, and Joseph Neal, but physically I am as my life is concerned. I
would like to request this
Dallas, Texas.
weakened," tht 32-yearHis mother, Lillian old basketball coach and be one of them."
Neal, Calvert City, sur- former amateur golf
vives. Also surviving are champion told a televised
two sisters, Doris Stokes,
news conference a day
Calvert City, add Delores after his rescue by
Short, Paducah; three government troops.
brothers, James Neal,
Media Affairs Minister
Calvert City, Robert
,Gregorio Cendana said
Neal, Hardy, Ark., and
Manotoc was found in a
Two Kentucky InRaymond Neal, Benton.
mountain camp 66 miles dividualized
east of Manila and was Kindergarten meetings in
freed after a battle Mon- Calloway County have
day afternoon.
been postponed, acManotoc, whose family cording to Nancy Lovett,
Federal-State Market Ness Service
accused the president consultant for the KenFebruary 9,1902
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog -Market
and his wife, Imelda, of tucky Department of
Report lnclodes6 Buying Stations
being involved in the kid- Education's Bureau for
Receipts. Act 751 Est 550 Barrows & Gilts
steady Sows steady tot higher
napping, read a letter ad- EXceptional Children.
449.5040.00
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
.
44900-49.50
US 2 291-250 lbs. _
A meeting for parents,
dressed to Marcos "to set
442 00-41 01
US 2-350.270 lbs
the record straight for to have been tonight, and
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
940 00-42 00
everyone to know the a teacher workshop,
141.00-45.00
US 1-3300450 lbs
truth."
originally set for Wednes1-3450-540
lbs
$45.00-49.00
US
US 1-3500450 lbs.
949.0041 50
day,
"I
will be rescheduled
understand
that
940.00-41 M
US 2-3 300-504 lbs ...
Boars 32-35
many names have been at a later date,she said.

they may have sawed
through the bars.
"They forced the
guards into the corridor,
took their keys and shot
the inmates in their
cells," Davis told
reporters who gathered
early today outside the
prison walls.
Davis said 12 or 13 shots
were fired in the 150-man
cellblock.
Assistant Warden Bill
Hobbs talked to the inmates, who said they
didn't want to hurt the officers. The guards were
quickly released after the

Kenneth Neal
dies; father
of Murrayan

KIK meetings
postponed
until later date

Hog market

the crash site by
- together when they hit."
A Civil Air Patrol plane helicopter, pulled the
discovered the wreckage bodies from the twisted
after relatives notified wreckage.
The victims flying in
authorities that the two
planes were overdue in the Cessna were idenreporting back to the tified as Harris, his wife
Barbara, and two
Homestead airport.
"The Cessna was neighbors, Wanda and
demolished and the Piper Bob Coughlin..
The victimsuf the other
was burned and
demolished," said Gerrie plane were identified as
Cook, spokeswoman for Smykal and his wife,
the regional Federal whose name was not imAviation Administration mediately available. Two
other unidentified
headquarters in Atlanta.
Police investigators passengers were aboard,
and rescuers, ferried to °Mc' said.
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Authorities said the
pilots were flying under
visual flight rules and
had not filed a flight plan.
The planes'crashed about
seven miles northwest of
the Homestead airport
and one mile inside the
Everglades National
Park.
Harris was a retired

Eastern Airlines pilot. He
received his pilot's
license in 1937 and was a
new member of the Civil
Air Patrol, which helps
authorities in airplane accidents.
Smykal received his
pilot's license in April
1980. He had applied for
membership in the CAP.

Give metal doorknobs and electric switchplates a
more permanent and easily cleaned finish with a
coat of clear nail polish or varnish.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
AO'

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$1 09

1979 Malibu Classic

Onk
With Garlic Bread
Salad 40 Extra

Four door, It. blue, blue vinyl roof, blue cloth
interior, V-8, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, 39xxx miles.

1,69' Special For Kids1
Inside Dining Onlv
free Retills On Drinks

DWAIN -TAYLOR CHEVROLET

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
,u

r

f s.oftsr.uf ff.

641 S.
Murray.

753-2617

I:
CEIDIRRAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISSOIN
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HOT GOODYEAR
TEMPO SALE
SAVES YOU
COLD CASH

•All-season traction
with over 10,000
biting edges.
•Saves you gas with
steel-belted radial
construction.

HEINOLD
OUTLOOK MEETING

111/M1Masel
P155/80R13
P186/80R13
P195/751314
P215/75R14
P205/75R15
R22S/TSR1S

'40

February 11, 1982 - 7:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn, Mayfield, Kentucky

Plant
IN.Mot tils Soli
1151.10
$115.10
1173.55
1175.55
$77.75
$03.415

$1.52
$5.91
$2.16
$2.47
$2.42
$273

0155 MOn13
nockwar hos
S152 SET No
kale Woe

MARKET STRATEGIES FOR
Grain Prices-Livestock-Interest Rates
in the'82 Economy
If ever there was a time for producers and investors to use every tool possible to insure their
success, it's NOW!
Heinold Commodities of Mayfield will conduct
an in-depth discussion on February 11th.
Jim Whitmore, Vice-President in charge of
Chicago Merchantile Exchange operations, and
Glen Bates, Regional Manager forfleinold, will be
on hand from Chicago. You'll get the Heinold
Perspective on Grains, Livestock, and Interest
Rates, and marketing alternatives.
We look forward to helping both farmers and investors. Reservations are not required, but to insure your seating, call Klint Kelley at (502) 2470673.

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Sale Ends
Saturday
On famous
Tiempo
All-Season
Radials.
TRACKER XG SALE! PUT YOUR
TRUCK ON THE SAVINGS TRACK.
• Deep lub trachon tor mud sand snow
• Rides Quieter than many tractron tires
▪ Takes light trucks vans campers.
RVs on Of off the road

55
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HEADQUARTERS
Prolong Tire Life, Boost MPG
_
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,mpons and Wu !tucks
II needed
Addlenal pals and se,mes
Includes Install new hoot grease seals • Pack
front wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic
system • Add fluid • Road lest
2-Whool Front Disc Install new front brake
pads • Hesytyface front rotors• Inspect caterers
OR 4-Wheel Drum: Install new brake lining
And
1.14:10 afore drums
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Rudolph' Tires 8, Alignment
753-059S

GOODYEAR INDEPENDENT DEALERS
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once in the right
shoulder, and Paul
Hawkins, age unknown,
with bullet wounds to the
chest and head.
Davis refused to identify the guards who were
taken hostage.
Brushy Mountain, the
state's maximum security prison, is where
James Earl Ray was
stabbed 22 times last
June. Ray, who pleaded
guilty to the murder of
civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr., has
since been transferred to
the Tennessee Prison.

ad&

(Intersection of hwy. 121 & Purchase Parkway)

The class scheduled for
Wednesday night, Feb.
10, at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for people who
have either undergone or
are considering weight
reduction surgery has
been cancelled.
The class, according to
Suzanne Sealey, dietian
at the hospital, will be
rescheduled at a later
date.

years for first- and
second-degree murder,
petty larceny and other
convictions, and James
Mitchell, 35, serving 120
years for first-degree
murder.
Nichols was killed by
shots to the head and Mitchell died of chest and
arm wounds,Davis said.
The injured prisoners
were taken to Oak Ridge
Hospital and were in
stable condition early today,a nursing supervisor
said.
They were identified as
Robert Jones, 35, shot

Pilots ofplanes in Florida crash were friends

i
p ng.
"

Hospital class
cancelled

shooting, Ms. Bradshaw
said.
"It looks like they (the
inmates) just wanted to
get the keys to do what
they did,"she said.
The seven white inmates, who weren't identified, were locked in
solitary confinement pending an inquiry by the
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation.
In addition to the pistol,
authorities confiscated
seven knives.
Davis identified the
dead men as James
Nichols, 37, serving 153

Murray
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